


LANDFORM

[NDICATOR: Mountain, volcano, broad

rounded

L. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Newberry Crater,
3eschutes Co.’,Oregon

). . EXAMPLECLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957) :
~ndifferentiated highlands (H)

1. COMMENTS: This very low, rounded pro-
Eile, a., is characteristic of a shield
volcano. A shield volcano is formed of
nultiple flows of fluid basaltic lavas.
rhe diameter is measured i.ntens of ki.l-
~meters. The lumps on the profile are
remnants of parasitic cinder conesl and
indicate this is an old shield volcano.
2onvex slopes are typical.

}. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

b. Other: Personal communication,
tiowellWilliams, Professor Emeritus,
University of California at Berkeley;
and Judy Ehltm at this location.

5.

6.

7.

B.

9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar ? ?
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing ? ? \

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsi.on\Filter:None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
a. Judy Ehlen,
b. Judy Ehlen,

COMPILER: .JUdy

DATE: 23 March

USAETL
USAETL

Ehlen, USAETL

1978 12:

,.”

JSAETL-RI-CRS- 0001

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Shield volcano

The profile of a strato volcano: the diameter
much greater than the apparent height.

Most of Newberry Volcano forms the horizon.
‘he cinder cones in the foreground occur along

large rift or vent, through which more recent
~olcanic material has been extruded.



ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS:

1. Excavation i.sdifficult due to rock hardness.
2. Source of engineering materials.
3. Vertical variation im material type must be taken into consideration.
4. Surface roughness may hinder mobility.



LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Hill, truncated cone

1. EXAMPLE LOCATION: ‘l!wentyninePalms Military
Resemation, San Bernadino Co., California

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 19S7):
Tropical and subtropical desert (Bwh)

3. COMMENTS: The shape of a cinder cone is that
of a truncated cone. The truncation is caused

by the crater at the top. Cinder Con= a=
formed of cinders, ash, and other ejects which
have erupted from the crater. Because they are
fozmed of fine, particulate material, the photc
texture is usually fine. F1OW material extrude:
only from the lower sides and base. When heavi-
ly vegetated, many cinder cone characteristics
cannot be seen; the distinctive conical shape~
however, remains as a key to identification.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

b. Other: Judy Ehlen at this location, Lava
Butte, Jordan Craters, and Wizard Island in
Crater Lake, Oregon

8. COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

AIR PHOT

lXDICATES: Cinder Cone (effusive Volcanism)

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YEs NO

a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic viewing I x I I
(2) Monoscopic Viewing I x 1 I

5. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: Radar
near field

7.

9.

PHOTO CREDITS:
Oregon National

can have difficulty in

Guard, 1977

DATE: 27 March 1978

This cinder cone
(arrow) has a some
what unusual profi
(see below) which
suggests it is ac
tually two cinder
cones, a younger o
built directly ab
an older one. This
in turn indicates
two phases of vol
canism. The well-
developed drainag
on the cinder con
and lava flow are
indicate this i.s
fairly old comple

profile showing
composite slope.

A.
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ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS:

1. Cinder cones make a good source of engineering materials, including aggregates.
2. Slopes are unstable-u-nloading at the toe causes instability.
3. Steep slopes hinder mobility.

126
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b GETATION I
,INDICATES:Drainageways

INDICATOR: A branching pattern formed by
shrubs and trees

AIR PHOTO

1. EXAMPLE LOCATION: YurnaProving Ground,
Yuma Co., Arizona

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Tropical and subtropical desert (BWh)

3. COMMENTS: Near Yuma, Arizona, i.nthe

northern part of the Sonoran Desert,
rainfall averages less than 3“ (7-8 cm)
per year. Surface runoff tends to be
sheet flow with little infiltration ex-
cept in dra~nageways. Coarse-grained ma-
terial in the drainageways permits great-
er infiltration\percolation of water.
Vegetation found in the drainageways in-
cludes creosote and various types of
shrubs and small trees, such as (over)
4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:

Ehlen, J. (1976)

b. Other: Personal observation by
Judy Ehlen and Frank Barnett in south-
western Arizona.

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYESI NO I
I a. Ground Reconn. lX1-I

I b. Low Alt. Reconn. I x 1- ‘]

I c. Radar I x I I

I d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x“

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Undetermined

C. seaSOn: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. Judy Ehlen, USAETL, 1973

I b. Frank Barnett, USAETL

I
8. COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

9. DA=: 16 May 1978
127”

a. LOW level oblique showing vegetation concen-
trations in drainageways. Note the lighter

toned soils within the drainageways (arrow).

. .



3. COMMENTS: iron wood, mesquite, and palo verde.

The dark-toned canopies and the light-toned soil surfaces in the washes outline the
threads of the drainageways. This allows the drainageways to be easily identified
both monoscopically and stereoscopically. In some cases, the drainageways are so
slightly depressed that the slight change in relief cannot be seen by stereoscopic
viewing. In these situations monoscopic viewing is almost as effective as stereo-
scopic viewing. The advantage of stereoscopic viewing is that the trees and shrubs
appear in relief, allowing the drainageway to be more precisely located.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Ehlen, Judy, Photo Analysis of a Desert Area, ETL Report Number

0068, 1976.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS:

1. Ground water is more accessible in drainageways.
2. Sand and gravel concentrate in drainageways.

128
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EGETATION
AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Deep sandy soils, greater than 1 meter

NDICATOR: Ephedra vi.ridisCoville
(Mormon Tea) I

. . EXAMPLE IQCATION: Coconino Co., AI!
uizona d

!.EXAMPLE CLIMATE (T=wartha, 1957):
iiddle Latitude Steppe (J3Slc)

1.COMMENTS: Mormon t= is a d~e St~il-
.zing shrub, forming a round or doughnut
shapedmound about 1 meter high. Sand
:ollects around this low, spreading shrub
~orming a dune and then the shrub puts
iown adventitious roots into the accumu-
lating sand. These are the largest
shrubs, in areal extent, in the area. A
;hrub also found in deep sands?Artemisia
Eilifolia, does not form dunes, is small-r
~r, and has a distinctive color. (over)
1. VERIFICATION: II

a. Literature: 19

b. Other: Field observations by A. $

Krusinger and Mr. Treiber in Kane Co., !

Jtah, and Coconino Co., Arizona. ~

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYESI NO I
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x , !?

v
.

c. Radar I 1X1# i 1“J-

d. IR Thermal I I I
..,.,xl *%?

e. Vert. Aerial Photog. !
(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x II1

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None II
b. Scale: 1:10,000 or larger: at the

scale of 1:10,000, this is the only
shqb which can be clearly seen, because
of Its large size.

c. SeasOn: None

d. Other: None I

7. PHOTO CREDITS:

a. M. Treiber, USAETL, GC 14S1
b. A. Krusinger, USAETL, GC 119S, 1196 \

c. USGS Flight Facility, Water Re- ;

sources Div., Prescott, Arizona, WRD 219
220 1(over)

8. COMPILER: Alan E. Krusinger, USAETL

9. DATE: 23 March 1978.. . .



3. COMMENTS: Soil measurements were not taken in regards to Ephedra viridis, but were
made with Artemisia, which occurs with Ephedra here and in other locations. Whether
this is a generic or species indicator remains to be determined. The arrows in photos
c to e point to the same shrub.

7. PHOTO CREDITS:

d. USGS Flight Facility, Water Resources Div., Prescott, Arizona, WRD 199, 200
e. USGS Flight Facility, Water Resources Div., Prescott, Arizona, WRD 98, 99

. .
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AIR PHOTO
3GETATION

?4DICAT0R:Artemisia filifolia Torr.
(Sand sagebrush)

. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Coconino Co.,

rizona

. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha~ 1957):
iddle Latitude Steppe (BSk)

. COMMENTS: Sand sagebrush is a graY-
reen shrub about 1 meter tall, growing.
n deep sand areasl as single species
ommunities or as mixed communities~ of-
en with Ephedra viridis. It is identi-
ied by its distinctive color and by
eathery texture. At 238 sample sites,

,epthof sand always exceeded 1 meter,
ritha mean of 1.61 meters. It does not
‘ormdunes like Ephedra viridis. Arrows
m the photos indicate Artemisia shrubs.
. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Treiber and Krusinger

:NDICATES:Deep sandy Soils, greater than 1 meter

b. Other: Field observations and depth
~easurementsby A. Krusinger and M.
?reiber in Kane and Washington Co., Utah~
;oconinoC0.8 Arizona/ El Paso Co./
~exas~ and Otero Co.~ New Mexico

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YEs NO

a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x

s
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing
(2) Monoscopic Viewinq

;. LIMITATI~S:
a. Emulsion/Filter: Normal color film

required
b. Scale: 1:3,800 confirmed

1:5,000 possible

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

I d Scale 1:500 black and white vertical stereo. —. -—
7. PHOTO CREDITS:

a. A. Krusinger, USAETL, GC 1
b. A. Krusinger, USAETL, GC 1
c. A. Krusinger, USAETL, GC 1
d. USGS Flight Facility, Wate

;ources Div.? Prescott, Arizonat
304
6. COMPILER: Alan E. Krusinger,

225
213, 121
195, 119
!rRe-

1
WRD 003,
(over)

uSAETL

9. DATE: 23 March 1978 131 I

Scale:
1:3,800
vertical
stereo



4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Treiber, M. and A. E. Krusinger, Inferential Techniques for Soil

Depth Determinations, Part II, Artemisia filifolia Torr. (Sand sagebrush) , USAETL
report in progress

7. PHOTO CREDITS:

e. A. Krusinger, USAETL, GC 14-56, 57

. . .
132



VEGETATION

INDICATOR: Coleogyne ramosissima Torr.
(Black-brush)

1. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Kane Co., Utah

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

!liddleLatitude Steppe (BSk)

). COMMENTS: Black-brush is a dark-green

shrub with rounded shape from .2 to 1
meter tall. It grows in rock fractures
or in soil less than 1 meter deep, as a
single species community or in mixed com
mu.nities.Single species communities are
identified by fine texture due to close
spacing of very dark-toned individuals.
The arrows on the photos show the bound-
ary of this community across which a
transect was made for depth (over)
!. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Treiber and Krusinger
(1975)

b. Other: Field observations and
depth measurements by A. Krusinger and
M. Treiber in Kane and Washington Co.,
Utah, and Coconino Co., Arizona

j. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x i

j. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: 1:10,000 or larger

C. seaSOIl: None

d. Other: None

~.PHOTO CREDITS:
a. A. Krusinger, USAETL, GC 1526, 1527
b. Low oblique, USGS Flight Facility,

Jater Resources Div., Prescott, Arizona
c. USGS Flight Facility, Water Re-

;ources Div.~ Presco”tt,Arizona (over)

1.COMPILER: Alan E. Kxusinger, USAETL

~.DATE: 23 March 1978 133



3. COMMENTS: measurements. The circle in the oblique photo, b, encloses a typical
part of the pattern.

4. VERIFICATION:
-a.Literature: Treiber, M. and A. E. Krusinger, Inferential Techniques for Soil

Depth Determination, Part I: Coleogyne Ramosissima Torr. (Black-brush) : USAETL
Technical Note No. 0036, 1975.

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
d. USGS Flight Facility, Water Resources Div., Prescott, Arizona

., .. . ,, ,. . . ,,. .134 -.



I TONE

INDICATOR: Drainage tile lines

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Poorly drained soils, high natural
water table

1. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Henry Co., Ohio

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Humid continental, warm summer, constant-
ly moist (Daf)
3. COMMEN~: On bare fields surface soil
moisture differences are indicated by
photo tones, with lighter tones associ-
ated with drier areas. Buried field tile
Icause moisture differentials a few days ]
following a soaking rain and are indi-
cated by light-toned lines. The effect
is most common in the spring when fields
are bare and rainfall is frequent. Tones
may not be visible on very wet or very
dry fields. Tile is used to lower (over)
4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:
(1) Krusinger, A.E. (1971)
(2) USDA Soil Conservation Service

(1965)
b. Other: Field observations by Alan

Krusinger in Henry, Logan, and Franklin
Co., Ohio, and Douglas Co., Illinois.

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYES INO I
a. Ground Reconn. L
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x <
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog. x

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x 4

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: 1:12,000 confirmed, smaller
scales possible

I c. Season: Spring and winter only I
I d. Other: The pattern can be obscured I
Iby vegetation and may disappear under I
very wet or very dry conditions
7. PHOTO CREDITS:

Ohio Dept. of Highways, No. 4486-2-
105, date 30 Mar 70, scale 1:11,856.

I

8. COMPILER: Alan E. Krusinger, USAETL

9. DATE: 6 April 1978

IUSAETL-RI-CRS-0007
135

Vertical, panchromatic photo enlargement, scale
1:4,700; Henry Co., Ohio. Left 3/4 is bare,
right 1/4 is in clover. Date 30 Mar 70. Tile
lines shown by arrow. Light tones on left and
bottom edges are high spoil banks from large
ditches. More granular soils occur in the upper
left portion.

.,.



3. COMMENTS: a high water table, normally in fine-grained soils with flat topography.
The practice is most widespread in the glaciated areas of the midwest, especially in
former glacial lake beds.

Tile spacing depends mostly on soil permeability, with narrow spacing for more clayeY,
less permeable soils. Silty clay and clay soils have recommended spacing of 45 to 70
feet, sandy loam soils have spacings of 60 to 75 feet, but spacings will vary consid-
erably for each soil type. Farm practice may differ from recommended spacing, and new
tile are often placed midway between old, inoperative tile or in a pattern crossing
existing tile lines.

In more rolling topography, such as in Douglas Co., Illinois, tile is also laid in
swale bottoms and follows the natural drainage system.

Drainage’’tile lines may also be indicated by differences in vegetation growth
patterns.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Location
Alan E. Krusinger,

(2) The Ohio

of Drainage Tile Using Aerial Photography, a Masters Thesis by
1971, at The Ohio State University.

Drainage Guide, USDA Soil Conservation Service, Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio State University, Ohio
Dept. of Natural Resources, Div. of Lands and Soils, 1965.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The fine-grained soil types normally associ-
ated with drainage tile systems have engineering problems of excessive soil moisture
and poor -drainage, high volume changes, low shearing strength, and instability for
foundations, poor trafficability when wet, and lack of aggregate.

136”,.



SPECIAL

[NDICATOR: Number and spacing of breaker
lines

L. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Atlantic Coast of
Ji,rginia(Virginia Beach area)

/. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 19S7):

Humid subtropical (Caf)

3. COMMENTS: The number and spacing of

breakers are indicative of the bottom
slope and the slope of the beach. Gener-
ally, 3 or more widely spaced lines of
breakers indicate gentle slopes (less
than 5%) whereas 1 line is indicative of
steep slopes (greater than 10%). Wider
surf zones are associated with gentle
slopes. At low tide the near shore surf
pattern is modified causing more =ggedr
foamier surf, spilling breakers (over)
1. VERIFICATION;

Literature:
(19%

5.

5.

b. Other:

Leuder and Belcher

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYESINOI
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar I ?1? I
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Larger than 1:5,000 prefer-
able

C. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. &b. D.R. Leuder and

(see item 4a, Literature,
D.J. Belcher
above)

3. COMPILER: J. Ponder Henley, USAETL

3. DATE: 6 April 1978 137

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Beach slope

a. Vertical photo, 1:2,400.

b. Gentle beach slope.



3. COMMENTS: and an increase in number of breaker lines and in the width of surf zone.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Leuder, D.R. and D.J. Belcher, Determination of beach conditions by

means of aerial photographic interpretation: Cprnell University for the Office of
Naval Research, Technical Report 6, Volume 5, 1954.

138



EROSIONAL

INDICATOR: Saucer-shaped gully

1. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Douglas Co.,

Illinois

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE
Humid continental,

3. COMMENTS: These

(Trewartha, 1957):
warm summer (Daf)

saucer-shaped gullies
indicate fine-grained soils of clay and
silty clay, which are cohesive and often
plastic. The example shows a broad gully
in silty clay soil, in a relatively flat
glacial lake bed, in east central
Illinoisi (over

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) USDA Soil Conservation Service
(1971); (2) Frost, R.E. (1950); (3) ASP
(1960)

b. Other: Field observations by Alan
Krusinger in Douglas Co., Illinois, and
many other areas.

‘“EEE3%13
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog. ‘

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: 1:20,000 or larger

c. Season: None, unless obscured by
vegetation

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. A. Krusinger, USAETL, TP 2-7, 8.
b. A. Krusinger, USAETL, TP 2-4.
c. Corps of Engineers 3-07, 08, color

infrared transparency.

3. COMPILER: Alan E. Krusi.nger,USAETL

3. DATE: 6 April 1978

,.
139

AIR PHOTO

[NDICATES: Fine-grained, cohesive soil

~. Ground stereo photo showing cross sectional
View of gully. Arrow indicates gully centerline
in all photos.



3. COMMENTS: The gullies have gentle side slopes and broad cross sections and long,
gentle gradients.

cross-section gradient
(from R. E. Frost, Ref. (2))

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) USDA Soil Conservation Senice, Soil Survey, Douglas Co., Illinois,
August 1971.

(2) Frost, Robert E., Evaluation of Soils and Permafrost Conditions in the
Territory of Alaska, by means of aerial photographs, Engineering Experiment Station
Purdue University, 1950.

(3) American Society of Photogrammetry, Manual of Photographic Interpretation,
1960.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The fine-grained soils indicate possible
poor subgrade support and pumping. Organic matter and moisture content are high, and
permeability is low. Water table is generally high and shrink-swell potential and
frost heave potential are high. Compressibility is potentially high, and shear
strength is low.

.
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LANDFORM

[NDICATOR: Slopes, smooth, rounded, no
visible outcrop

L.-ExAMPLE IDCATION: Along Opequon
:reekr east of Martinsburg, Berkeley Co.
iest Virginia

).. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

~umid subtropical, warm summer (Caf)

1. COMMENTS: In a temperate climate,
Smooth, rounded slopes with no visible
mtcrop are characteristic of easily
:roded, fine-grained material. This pat-
:ern occurs on unconsolidated material,
including sand dunes, and on various
rock types. Characteristics such as
irainage, slope, and hill shape, allow
~ifferent material types to be distin-
guished from each other. In areas under-
lain by shale, such-as this (over)
1. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:

b. Other: Personal observation by CRS
;taff in the Martinsburg, WV, area.

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: lYESINOl
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x, ,
c. Radar I L I i
d. IR Thermal ?
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x .

5. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Should be compatible with
element size

C. SeasOn: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:

a. USAETL, Mbg 1-4, 1-5, June 1976
b. Alan E. Krusimger, USAETL

d. COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

9. DATE: 21 April 1978

..” ..

1

14

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Easily-eroded, fine-grained material
(e.g. shale)

. Hills underlain by shale. Note the smooth,
ounded contours. Original scale 1:5,000.

). Ground stereopair of shale slopes slightly
vest of a.above.



3. COMMENTS: example, drainage is dendritic and of medium to high density. Slopes

in shale are gentle and the hills are rounded both in profile and plan view.



:ROSION

:NDICATOR:Solution cavities
Collapse features

.. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Puerto Rico, 17.5

an (11 miles) SW of Arecibo on the Rio
:amuy. 18°21’00” N and 66°49’06””W

!.EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Tropical Rainforest (Am)

I. COMMENTS: (Universal Indicator) The
;ink marked Tres Pueblos, the worm-like
~alley to the right of it, the sink
larked Empalme~ and the deep sink above
fiat, were subsurface solution cavities
fiat enlarged to such an extent that the
:esulting roofs could no longer support
:hemselves. Limestone is mostly calcium
>arbonate (CaC03), a material that is
~omewhat soluble in slightly acid water.
l?hesesubsurface voids are caused (over)
1. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Exists as common
cnowledge in geology and related fields;
>.g. Lobeck (1939), Rinker (1974), and
lonroe (1976):

b. Other: Field checked by J. N.
linker, USAETL, and Watson Monroe, USGS.

d. IR Thermal I
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x I
(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

5. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Scale must be compatible
with size of feature. Sinks the size of
TresPueblos canbe identified at 1:50,00

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. Vertical stereo: USGS, 1951,

1:15,000
b? Oblique stereo: Dave Atwood,

USACRREL, Hanover, NH
c. Oblique: Dave Atwood, USACRREL,

Hanover, NH
8. COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

14<
9. DATE: 21 April 1978

. .

AIR PHOTO

VDICATES: Limestone, massive beds~ Smsurface
solutioning, h~id clfiate (at least
during formation)



3. COMMENTS: by the gradual dissolution of limestone by the acidic ground water
trickling through the various fractures within the rock. The more humid the climate,
the more rapid the dissolution of the limestone. The abruptness of the edges, the
steep sides, the exposure of fracture or joint faces, the intersection of lineations
or fractures, the presence of rubble at the bottom, are all associated with collapse
features. In the stereo of Tres Pueblos at least two wall sections seem to be ex-
posed faces of fracture planes (b). In the oblique photo of Empalme sink, the hole
is a relatively small collapse section of the roof (c). The sink becomes much wider
beneath the hole. Tres Pueblos is about 600 feet (180 m) in diameter, and about 500
feet (150 m) in depth. Such large collapse, or solution, features require very thick
beds of limestone that have been exposed to chemical weathering in a hot, humid
climate for thousands of years.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Lobeck, A. K., Geomorphology. MC-Graw-Hill Book Co, 1939.

(2) Rinker, J. N., An application of air photo analysis to a cave location

-~ proceedings Of ~erican SOCietY Of photogr=etry~ March 1974.

(3) Monroe, W., The Karst Landforms of Puerto Rico, Geological Survey
Professional Paper 899. Superintendent of Documentsr U. S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402, 1976.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: In this type of region, where erosion is
severe, cross-country movement can be difficult on foot, and impossible by vehicle.
With reference to construction the problems are associated with 1) extensive rock

cuts, 2) variable subgrade conditions, 3) the presence of unknown subsurface voids,
and 4) the presence of fractures, or joints. Depending on the outcome of field
evaluation the limestone itself can be a potential source of aggregate, and of raw
material for the making of cement. Wells are frequently drilled to provide local
water needs, and with such an unknown and interconnected subsurface plumbing system
of caves an-dtunnels it is quite possible to contaminate a source by an action that,
on the surface at least, seems far removed.

. .
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XJLTURAL I AIR PHOTO

[NDICATOR: A lattice-like array of
dotted ‘lines

1.

)..

3.

1.

5.

5.

7.

3.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Martinsburg area,
Berkeley Co., West Virginia

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Humid subtropical, warm summer (Caf)

COMMENTS: This lattice-like array of

dotted lines (a) i.scaused by the reg-
ularly spaced planting of individual
trees. Such a pattern is characteris-
tic of orchards, groves, and planta-
tions. Characteristics of the photo
pattern vary in relation to tree spe-
cies, tree age, and season. The dot-
like photo pattern remains dot-like
throughout the year, with the dots
being larger or
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

b. Other: Field
staff members.

smaller as a (over)

observation by CRS

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYESINO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photos.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIlfITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: It is more difficult to
identify orchards when not in leaf

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

a. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS,
AGS-2P-81 and 82, original scale
1:20,000

b. Judy Ehlenr USAETL, 1978

COMPILER : Judy Ehlen, USAETL

DATE : 14 November 1978 14!

JSAETL-RI-CRS-0012

~ICATES: Orchards, Groves, Plantations

~. Stereopair showing the characteristic lattice-
Like pattern (1) associated with orchards.

~. Ground stereopair of an orchard showing density
md arrangement of trees

..



3. COMMENTS: function of whether the trees are in leaf or not. Some tree species
may be planted closer together in one direction tha”n in the other. When these
trees mature, and are in full leaf, their canopies may touch, or form a nearly
closed canopy. The resulting photo pattern is then more a series of lines than
it is an array of dots.

The spacing of the trees is a function of soil, water, and species relationships.
In general, the plantings are more productive where there is adequate water and

where the soils are porous enough to provide good aeration to the roots and are
well drained. “

In the Martinsburg area, fruit trees (apple, peach, pear) are usually planted
in limestone areas, sometimes in rolling terrain, but usually on hillsides
where soils are well drained.

--



7EGETATION

:NDICATOR: Follqu ieria splendens Engelm.
(Ocotillo or coachman’s ~)

. . EXAMPLE LOCATION: Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma
:0., Arizona

1.EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
l?ropicaland subtropical desert (BWh)

1. COMMENTS: In Yuma, ocotillo is found mainly
m the upper parts of alluvial fans. It grows
i.ncoarse, gravelly soils that are well drainei
~sually as widely spaced individuals. It also
3rows on shallow soils over bedrock in other
iesert areas. Ocotillo is a deciduous shrub,
#hich develops leaves following rainstorms.

?rom the air, ocotillo is very difficult to
identify, particularly when i.thas no leaves.
L’heshrub forms a radiating pattern of long,
spiky branches which usually blend into (over]
1.VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:

b. Other: Field observation by CRS staff in
the northern Sonoran and northern Chihuahua
)eserts in the southwestern United States.

1.COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, Frank B~rnett, USAETL

AIR PHOTO
INDICATES: Well-drained, gravelly soils

5.

6.

7.

9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YEs NO
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. I x I
c. Radar I I xl
d. IR Thermal I IYI,
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing I L I
(2) Monoscopic Viewinq I I x I

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Probably a maximum of 1:2,500

c. Season: None “

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

Judy Ehlen, USAETL, 1973

DATE : 3 May 1978

Ocotillo on desert-pavement-capped alluvial fan.
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3. COMMENTS: the background. The blossom is a distinctive bright red, and can aid
identification when the shrub is in bloom. Ocotillo can probably not be seen at scale:

smaller than 1:2,500 even when it is in bloom and has leaves.



IEROSION
IINDICATOR: Gullies, U-shaped or box

shaped

1. EXAMPLE IOCATION: Hayes Center area,
Hayes, Co., Nebraska

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

3. COMMENTS: (Universal Indicator) Thes<
flat-bottomed gullies with relatively
steep sides are characteristics of the
gully shape that forms in loess (wind-
blown silts). Because the gullies are
formed by headward erosion, the gully
gradient is compound; being very steep
at the head, and flat through the remain
der of its course. Other pattern element
that indicate loess are the pinnate
drainage pattern, and the presence (over
4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Common knowledge in th
fields of geology and engineering; e.g.
Lobeck (1939), Frost et al (1953), U.S.
Dept. of Interior (1968).

b. Other: Field check, J. N. Rinker,
USAETL, and R. E. Frost, USAETL. Also
field verification in South Dakota,
Mississippi, and Argentina by J. N.
Rinker, USAETL.
5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO

a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

I c. Radar I 1---1x
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing

I (2) Monoscopic Viewing I I x]

I6. LIMITATIONS: .
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Related to gully size. The
characteristic shape has been identified
on scales as small as 1:40,000.

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:

a. Ve?XiCd stereo: USDA, ASCS, 1965,
DQX-2FF, 22 and 23, 1:20,000 scale

b. Ground stereo: J. N. Rinker,
USAETL, 10 Apr 77

I8. COMPILER: J. N. Rinker, USAETL 149I
1---9. DATE: 4 May 1978 “-

I I



3. COMMENTS: of terracettes. Loessal deposits are calcareous in nature and consist
mostly of angular grains of silts, or very fine sands, and some clay that binds the
grains together. This wind deposited material has a vertical micro-tubular structure
that makes it moderately pervious in the vertical direction, and which supports a capil-
lary rise that can exceed 30 feet (9 meters). This vertical structure is also responsi-
ble for the material forming steep erosional faces.

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:
(1) Lobeck, A. K., Geomorphology, McGraw Hill, 1939.

(2) Frost, R. E., J. G. Johnstone, O. W. Mintzer, M. Parvis, R. Montano, R. D.
Miles, and J. R. Shepard, A Manual on the Airphoto Interpretation of Soils and Rocks for
Engineering Purposes, Purdue University, School of Civil Engineering and Engineering
Mechanics, West Lafayette, Indiana, 1953.

(3) U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Earth Manual, 1968.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: In their natural state, these soils are well
drained internally, remarkably uniform in physical properties, and easily erodible.
Road cuts, other than near vertical, will be unstable and gradually erode back to the
stable steep configuration, unless precautionary measures are taken. The supportive
properties of loessal silts are usually good if the material is compacted properly.
Once the vertical structure is destroyed, which is easy to do, the material takes on
other characteristics, and presents the engineer with a different set of problems. For
example: when dry, the material is loose, impossible to compact, and easily removed by
wind; and when saturated, it can become quick. These latter characteristics are also
of concern when considering problems associated with cross-country mobility.

150
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AIR PHO3RAINAGE

INDICATOR: Pinnate pattern NDICATES: Loess (windblown silt)

1.

2.

3.

$.

5.

j.

7.

1.

1.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Hayes Center area,
Hayes Co., lJebraska

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

COMMENTS: This drainage pattern with
i,tssho~t stubby lateral gullies en-
tering the next collector at right an-
gles, or nearly so, resembles a feath-
er, and bears the name pinnate from
the Latin word for feather. It is one
characteristic of the drainage net
that develops on extensive, deep de-
posits of windblown silt, i.e. loess.
The minimum thickness of deposit
needed to sustain this (over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: (1) Zerni-tz(1932);

(2) Parvis (1947); (3) Cohnstone..
et al (1953).

b. Other: Field check by J. N. Rinkez
and R. E. Frost, US.A.ETL

3. pinnate drainage

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYJ?SINO
a. Ground Reconn. L
b. Low Alt. Reconn. I x I I
c. Radar I L I I
d. IR Thermal L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewinq L

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Must be compatible with
gully size and amount of tree
cover. Has been routinely (over)

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

a. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS,
1965, original scale 1:20,000,
scale of illustration, 1:41,000.

b. Drawing by Judy Ehlen, USAETL.

COMPILERS: Robert E. Frost, Judy
Ehlen, and Jack N. Rinker, USAETL
DATE: 23 J~uary 1979
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b. Pinnate drainage
stereoscopic viewing

pattern delineated from
at original scale.
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3.

4.

6.

COMMENTS : pattern is not known. Although the regional drainage pattern can vary
from parallel, through angular,,to subdendritic, the individual gullies will show
the pinnate feature. In humid regions, where tree cover is continuous, the pinnate
pattern is seldom visible in aerial photography. In some cleared areas, the gully
system can be outlined by the residual vegetation in the gully. Other character-
istics of loessal deposits include: box, or U-shaped gully cross section; a com-
pound gully gradient which is steep atathe head end and flat for the remainder of
the course; a roundedness in the upper slopes, especially in early stages of devel-
opment; catsteps, which are relatively small, steep faced, slides along the slopes;
fins, which are slab-like projections from the gully wall; and pinnacles, which are
isolated columns of loess along the flanks of the gully.

VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Zernitz, Emilie R. Drainage patterns and their significance. Journal of
Geology XL (6), 498-521, Aug-Sep 1932.

Parvis, M. Regional Drainage Patterns. M.S. Thesis, School of Civil
Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, 1947.

Johnstone, J. G., O. W. Mintzer, M. Parvis, P. Montano, R. D. Miles, J. R.
Shepard, and R. E. Frost. A Manual on the Airphoto Interpretation of Soils
and Rocks for Engineering Purposes. School of Civil Engineering and Engi-
neering Mechanics, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, 1953.

LIMITATIONS:
b. Scale: noted at 1:20,000 scale i.nboth temperate and humid regions.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: In their natural state, these soils are well
drained internally, remarkably uniform in physical properties, and easily erodible.
Road cuts, other than near vertical, will be unstable and gradually erode back to the
stable steep configuration, unless precautionary measures are taken. The supportive
properties of loessal silts are usually good if the material is compacted properly.
Once the vertical structure is destroyed, which is easy to do, the material takes on
other characteristics, and presents the engineer with a different set of problems. For
example: when dry, the material is loose, impossible to compact, and easily removed by
wind; and when saturated, it can become quick. These latter characteristics are also
of concern when considering problems associated with cross-country mobility.

.’,:
. .
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ULTURAL

NDICATOR: Sewage effluent infiltration
basins

. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Ayer, Middlesex Co.
assachusetts

. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
umid continental, cool summer (Dbf)

. COMMENTS: Sewage effluent from waste
ater treatment facilities may be applie
o infiltration-percolation basins for
inal treatment and disposal. In the ex-
mple the infiltration basins (“D”) were
obstructed on stratified coarse-grained
aterials; gravelly coarse to medium
ands and sandy gravels having permeabil
ties of 0.003 to 0.02 Cmlsec. The infil
ration basins are distinguishable from
ettling basins by the formerss (over
.

.

1.

7.

3.

VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

Satterwhite, M. B., et al (1976)

b. Other:

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO

a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar 1
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog. i x I I

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinql x ! J
(2) Monoscopic Viewing I X I I

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

C. sedSOIl: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
a. M. B.
b. M. B.

Satterwhite, USAETL
Satterwhite, USAETL

COMPILER: Melvin B.
JSAETL
3. DATE: 18 May 1978

Sattemhite,

15

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Very permeable surface materials

a. Low oblique of infiltration-percolation
basins. Approximate scale at center, 1:5,870.
Basins are located on a kame.

b. Profile of the stratified gravelly coarse
to medium sands and the coarse to medium
sandy gravels on which the treatment basins
were constructed.



3. COMMENTS: shallow depth, the lack of a pipe or surface water outlet(s) from the
site, and an associated conventional sewage treatment system (“T”). All water en-
tering the infiltration basin area from either the treatment system or precipitation
percolates to the water table and then flows laterally from the area. Evaporative
losses in this climate are a negligible portion of the total water budget. The
presence of dry basin surfaces and the lack of seep zones on the sides of the land-
form feature on which the infiltration basins were constructed, attest to good ver-
tical and lateral water movement and the rapid permeabi.lities for the various sand
and gravel strata. The xm.nagement of the infiltration basins and the application
rates may vary between treatment systems depending upon strata permeabi.li.ti,es,the

quantity of water being treated, and the depth of the water table. These consider-
ations affect the objective of maintaining water movement into and through the
coarse-textured materials. Visible ponded water on all of the treatment basins may
be caused by raising the water table above the basi,n surface, by a heavy precipitat-
ion event, or recent change in those basins in current use. Infiltration basins
are used in other regions, i..e.Europe to treat river water for domestic use.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

Sattemhite, M. B., G. L. Stewart, B. J. Condike, and E. Vlach. Rapid infil-
tration of primary sewaqe effluent at Ft. Devens, Massachusetts. U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, CRREL Report 76-48, 1976.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Such features indicate possible sources
of aggregate.

154
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EGETATION

:NDICATOR: Tamarix L. (Saltcedar,
Tamarisk)

.. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Yuma Proving Ground,

rums CO. J Arizona

!.EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 19S7):
rropical and subtropical desert (BWh)

1. COMMENTS: Tamari.sk (saltcedar) was in-
troduced into the U.S. in the early
L800’s from the Mediterranean area and
~as since spread throughout the western
J.S., usually occurring at elevations be
Low 5,000 feet. Saltcedar is a phreato-
?hyte that occurs along the streams and
irainageways often in rather dense stand
tiherethe water table is within 15 to 20
Eeet (3-5 m) of the surface. Where the
Mater table is greater than 20 feet(over
1. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: (1) Baum (1967); (2)
florton(1977); (3) Horton and Campbell

(1974); (4) Marks (1950); (5) Nefedov
md Popova (1969); (6) Robinson (1958).

b. Other:

;.

;.

7.

8.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YEs NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Large scale, 1:5,000

c. Season: Nondrought conditions

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
a. Judy Ehlen, USAETL
b. Judy Ehlen, USAETL

COMPILER: Melvin B. Satterwhite,
3SAETL
9. DATE: 18 May 1978

. .. ..

15:

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Shallow depth to ground water

,. Photograph of a Tamarix ramosissima Ledebour
hrub showing feathery foliage. Approximate
:cale1:60.

>. Close up photograph of ~. ramosissima showing
=he small imbricated sessile leaves and racemes
>f small pink flowers.



3. COMMENTS: (5 m) the spacing of individuals will vary from 15 to ZO feet (3-5 m),
i.n order that sufficient root systems may develop, enabling the plants to survive
drought conditions. The plant drops its leaves during drought periods but leaf out
very quickly following a flooding or precipitation event (3). saltcedar appears to
be independent of soil texture and will grow on nonsaline and saline soils if plant
available moisture is present for plant growth (2, 4, 5)-. saltcedar will tolerate
a wide range of salinities but i.s found more frequently where ground water salini-
ties are moderate to high (+500 ppsn)(6).

The native area of the genus extends from China and Mongolia through central and
southern Asia to southern Europe, the Canary Islands and South Africa. Some 54
species have been recognized, 8 of which are reported to.occur within the U.S., as
cultivated or naturalized species. T. africana Poiret, T. chineasis Loureiro, ~.—
pa~iflora De Condelle, and T. ramosissima Ledebour are the more common species in
the U.S. The first three sp~cies are not salt tolerant (l). Differentiation be-
tween these species requires plant specimens and evaluation of plant floral charac-
teristics. Possibilities for spectral differentiation between the species have not
been determined.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Baum, B. R. Introduced and naturalized Tamarisks in the United States and
Canada (Tamaricacea). Baileya 15:19-25, 1967.

(2) Horton, J. S. The development and perpetuation of permanent Tamarisk
types in the Phreatophyte zone of the Southwest. In Importance, Preservation and
Management of Riparian Habitat: A Symposium. USDA-FS General Technical Report RM-
43, 124-127, 1977.

(3) Horton, J. S. and C. J. Campbell. Management of Phreatophyte and riparian
ve~etation for maximum multiple use values. Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station, Fort Collins, Colorado, USDA-Forest Service Research Paper R14-117,1974.

(4) Marks, J. M. Vegetation and soils relations in the lower Colorado Desert.
Ecol~ 31(2):176-193, 1950.

(5) Nefedov, K. E. and T. A. Popova. Deciphering of ground water from aerial
Photographs. Trans. Amerind Publishing Co. Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi-1. 191p, 1969.

(6) Robinson, T. W. Phreatophytes. USGS Water Supply Paper 1423, 1958.



LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Hill, truncated cone

1. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Cerro Negro,
Nicaragua

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Undifferentiated highlands (H)

3. COMMENTS: The shape of a cinder cone
is that of a truncated cone. The trunca.
tion is caused by the crater at the top
Cinder cones are formed of cinders, ash
and other ejects which have erupted frol
the crater. Because they are formed of
fine, particulate material, the photo
texture is usually fine. Photo tone is
uniform. Flow material extrudes only
from the lower sides and base. When hea’
ily vegetated, many cinder cone (eve]
4. VERIFICATION:

a.

b.
Lava

Literature:

Other: Personal observation at
Butte, Jordan Craters, and Wizard

Island i.nCrater Lake, Oregon

5.

6.

in

7.

.

8.

9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. I x I 1
c. Radar I L I I
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

C. Season: None

d. Other: Radar
near field

PHOTO CREDITS:

can have difficulty

American Geological Institute

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

DATE : 8 June 1978 15
. .

AIR PHOTO

[NDICATES: Cinder cone (effusive volcanism)

Note the fine texture and the shape of the cone
and that flow material extrudes only from the
lower slopes on the left.

.- . . . .



3. COMMENTS: characteristics cannot be seen: the distinctive conical shaper however,
remains as a key to identification.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS:

1. Cinder cones are a good source of engineering materials, including aggregate-.
2. Slopes are unstable: unloading at the toe causes instability.
3. Steep slopes hinder mobility.
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ANDFORM

NDICATOR: Plain, pockmarked
Plain, sinkhole studded

. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Lawrence Co., Indiana

. EXAMPLE CLIMATE
umid subtropical,

(Trewartha,
warm summer

1957):
(Caf)

. COMMENTS: (Universal Indicator) This dim-
led, or pockmarked plain, is characteristic of
he type and extent of early, or youthful, land.
orm development that occurs in thick beds of
imestone in a relatively humid region. The
imestone, being slightly soluble in acidic
round water, is slowly dissolved away along
he more important water channels, which are
he various fractures, or joints, within the
edrock. These depressions, or sinkholes, begir
o develop along fractures and more especially
t fracture intersections, for these (over)
. VERIFICATION :
a. Literature: Exists as common knowledge ir

eology and related fields; e.g. Lobeck (1939)
,ndThornbury (1969).

b. Other:
USAE’1%,and

. COMPILER:

Field
R. E.

J. N.

verification by J. N. Rinkel
Frost, USAETL.

Rinker, USAETL

AIR PHOTO
INDICATES: Limestone (youthful stage)

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYEs [ NO I
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

I (1) Stereoscopic Viewing I X I I
(2) Monoscopic Viewing I x I I

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Similar terrain has been iden-
tified at scales as

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

small as 1:100,000

7. PHOTO CREDITS: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
ASCS, QY-2HH-91, 92, 93, 21 Ott 1967, orig-
inal scale 1:20,000. Scale of this reduction

is about 1:57,400.

9. DATE: 8 June 1978
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3. COMMENTS: locations are the most subject to solutioning and weathering. Surface
water flows into the sinks and drains away internally through a myriad of interconnected

subsurface channels of various size. When a channel, or the bottom of a sinkhole be-
comes clogged with sediment, that depression can become a pond. Thus, at any given
time some of the sinks can be dry while others can have Varying mounts of water in
them ● Most of the sinkholes in this illustration are circul=~ which suggests that the
limestone beds do not dip strongly in any given direction. As
creases, the sinkholes tend to become elongate.

The original photography was taken with a six-inch lens, which
geration of about 2.5 times. In the stereo image, the terrain
over twice as rugged as i.t actually is.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Lobeck, A. K. Geomorphology. McGraw-Hill, 1939.

the tilt of the bed in-

causes a vertical exag-
appears to be something

(2) Thornbury, W. D. Principles of Geomorphology, 2nd Edition. John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1969.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The engineering problems are associated with
rock cuts and fills, changing subgrade conditions, and the presence of unknown subsur-
face voids that could collapse. This latter problem is more important in maturer ter-
rains. For a large structure, or roadway, it may not be possible to avoid all of the
sinkholes, and hence the need for cuts, extensive filling or even capping of the sinks.
A drilling program may be needed to evaluate subsurface conditions, e.g. extent of
voids, in critical areas. The soil mantle is foxmed by the accumulation of material
left behind as the limestone is dissolved away. Thus, subgrade conditions can vary
from that of bedrock to a deep residual Soil; commonly some arrangement of silt and
clay. These soils are usually well drained internally until their structure is de-
stroyed by compaction, at which time they become poorly drained. Pumping can be severe.
Depending on the outcome of field evaluation, the limestone can be a source of dimen-
sion stone, aggregate, or raw material for the making of cement. The intricate subsur-
face interconnection of the sinkholes also provides a means for the inadvertent contam-
ination of water points.

. . . ‘



ULTURAL

NDICATOR: Alternating strips of cropped and
fallow ground

. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Liberty Co., Montana

. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
iddle latitude steppe (BSk)

. COMMENTS: This striped pattern of alternat-
inglight-toned and dark-toned fields is char-
acteristicof nonirrigated grain farming (dry-
.and)in semiarid climates where most of the
mnual precipitation occurs from early fall
.hroughlate spring. The light-toned strips are
‘ieldsof small grains, and the dark-toned
:tripsare fallow ground. Fallow ground is
!roplandon which a crop is currently not being
~rown. (over)

. VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

b. Other: Personal observation by Judy Ehler
md other CRS staff members in eastern Montana.

. COMPILER: J. Ehlen, M. B. Satterwhite, USAETL

161

AIR PHOTO

mrnczvms: small 9=in crws8 silty soils,
and semiarid climates

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YEs NO
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x 1
c. Radar x

d. IR Thermal x.
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Unknown, but these field pat-
terns have been mapped at scale of 1:100,000

c. Season: Crop phonological features are
a prior consideration in associating (over

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, AZQ-4H-

4 and 5, July 1951, original scale 1:20,000

9. DATE: 9 June 1978

Stereopair of dryland farming field patterns.
The distance between the roads is about 1 mile.



3. COMMENTS:

Because annual precipitation i.slow, moisture for crop growth must
from water stored in the soil. Soil water is stored in the fallow
precipitation and the stored soil water are used by the grain crop

be acquired in part
land. The fall
that was planted in

the late summer or early fall. This crop will reach maturity before the
drought conditions will adversely effect crop growth. Farming practices
to reduce water loss by surface evaporation and by the growth of weeds.

The soil textures in dryland farming areas must readily accept water and

summer soil
are employed

store the
water.as plant available water. In this context, dryland farming soils tend to be
silty. Sandy soils readily accept precipitation, however suffer from a low soil water-
holding capacity. Clayey soils, on the other hand, hold more soil moisture than either
silty or sandy soils, but movement of water decreases during a precipitation event as
surface horizons become saturated, and increased surface runoff results.

Wind erosion of silty soils is a problem in dryland farming areas. Wi,nd erosion is
decreased by the strip orientation, by leaving the stubble on the fallow strips, and
by stubble mulch tillage. In this example, the strips are perpendicular to the pre-
vailing wind direction.

6. LIMITATIONS:
c. Season: the light- and dark-toned bands with cropped and fallow fields. In the

fall, light-toned strips are this year’s grain stubble which is left on the fields to
prevent soil erosion and to facilitate the accumulation of blowing snow. The dark-
toned strips will contain next year’s crop. The percent ground cover in the dark-
toned areas is negligible at this time.

By late spring or early summer of the next year, the previous year’s grain straw
together with weeds is tilled into the soil surface. Plant growth on the cropped
areas becomes quite rapid and crop ground cover soon reaches a maximum. The grain
crop matures by early spring to midsummer, depending on the variety of seed and the
latitude. The field tillage and the mature crop reverse the photo tones of the strips.

It should be recognized that there is a period of time when: 1) similar photo tones
may represent both cropped and fallow land, such as during the springtime prior to the
final stages of crop maturation and after the tilling event; and 2) both the light-
and dark-toned strips are lying idle, such as toward the end of summer following the
grain harvest, but prior to sowing the next year’s crop. Therefore, the time of year,
the crop life cycle, and the cultural tillage practices must be considered when differ-
entiating between cropped and fallow fields.

. .



LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Plain, deeply pitted
Karst topography

1. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Arecibo River, south of
Arecibo, Puerto Rico

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Humid subtropical, warm summer (Caf)

3. COMMENTS: This deeply eroded plain is char-

acteristic of the type of mature landform that
develops in thick beds of limestone in a rela-
tively humid region. Because other materials
can develop deep erosional scours, one must
consider the pattern elements associated with
drainage and erosion before forming a conclu-
sion. In this example, the presence of sink-
holes and solution valleys and the shapes of
the hills and ridges are more suggestive of
limestone than of any other material. The lime-
stone, which is slightly soluble in (over)
4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Exists as common knowledge in

geology and related fields; e.g. Lobeck (1939),
Thornbury (1969), and Monroe (1976).

b. Other: Field verification by J. N. Rinker,
USAETL

8. COMPILER: Jack N. tinker, US~TL

AIR PHOT
INDICATES: Limestone, massive beds

(mature stage)

5.

6.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YEs NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. ! x I I
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photos.— ___

J .$
(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Should be compatible with size
sinks. This landform type readily i.dentiOf

fiable at 1:100,000. The ripple like (over
c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Geological Survey, ELT-8DD-44, 45,
and 46, 21 March 1963. Original scale
1:20,000. Scale of this reduction is about
1:57,400.

9. DATE: 30 June 1978
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3. COMMENTS: acidic water, has been dissolved away along fractures in the rock. Be-
cause fracture intersections are more subject to solutioning and weathering, sinkholes

tend to develop there and form most of the drains down which water flows into the sub-
surface network of channels. In this area, the relief between the tops of the hills
and the bottoms of the sinkholes is something over 400 feet (122 m). In places sink-
holes have coalesced to form solution valleys. In this instance, the limestone hills
and ridges are aligned in such a way that the overall pattern resembles a series of
large ripple marks, or dunes.

Traces of some of the fractures responsible for setting the erosional pattern are visi-
ble throughout the image. One that stands out is along the east wall of the Arecibo
River valley in the left-hand stereopair (north is at the top of the illustration). It
trends NNW and, in places, forms vertical portions of the valley wall. Other fractures
trend near perpendicular to this example, crossing the river valley and heading ENE. A
trace of one of this set extends WSW and ENE from the dam/land juncture in the NW corner
of the reservoir. Others of this set account for the ENE trending sections of the river
channel.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Lobeck, A. K. Geomorphology. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1939.

(2) Thornbury, W. D. Principles of Geomorphology , 2nd edition. John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1969.

(3) Monroe, W. The Karst Landforms of Puerto Rico. U.S. Geological Survey
Professional Paper 899, 1976.

6. LIMITATIONS:
b. Scale: pattern in Puerto Rico has been noted in Landsat imagery (scale 1:500,000).

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Cross-country mobility in this type of karst
“region is impossible by vehicle, and difficult by foot. For construction activities,
such as roads,” the engineering problems are associated with large rock cuts and fills.
Chances of encountering large unknown subsurface solution cavities are not as great as
in.a less mature stage, because most of them will have collapsed by this stage of lime-
stone development. Fractures, sinkhole alignments, and probable avenues of subsurface
drainage should be evaluated prior to impoundment of water by
pending on the ourcome of final evaluation, the limestone can
or raw materials for the making of cement.

dam construction. De-
be a source of aggregate

.,



DRAINAGE I
AIR PHOTO

IINDICATOR: Discontinuous drainage patten

1. EXAMPLE IOCATION: Lawrence Co.,
Indiana

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 19S7):
Humid subtropical, warm summer (Caf)

3. COMMENTS: This highly segmented and
interrupted drainage pattern is typical
~f that which develops in thick beds of
limestone in the youthful stage of the
erosion cycle. Because limestone is an
impervious material, water flows over
the surface and enters the interior of
it through fractures. Bowl-shaped de-
pressions, or sinkholes, tend to form by
solution along fractures and at fracture
intersections, and once developed, (over
~. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Exists as common
knowledge in geology and related fields

b. Other: Field verification by J.N.
Rinker, USAETL, and R. E. Frost, USAETL

5.

5.

d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Although such patterns have
been mapped at scales as small as
1:100,000, it is difficult to map (over

C. Season: None

d. Other: None

~. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, QY

2HH-92, 21 Ott 1967. Original scale
1:20,000. Scale of this reduction is
about 1:38,000.

b. Drainage map by “JudyEhlen, USAETL.

1. COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker and Judy

Ehlen, USAETL
~. DATE: 30 June 1978 165

ISAETL-RI-CRS-0022

INDICATES: Limestone

~. Aerial photo showing youthful limestone terrain.

b. Drainage map of above aerial photo showing
~iscontinuous drainage pattern. !,

..<-..’



3. COMMENTS: become the route through which water enters the interior. Some of the
sinkholes can become clogged so that they drain slowly or not at all. Thus, at any
given instant, some sinks can be dry while others can contain water. In the drainage
diagram (b), the blackened sinks contain water and those in outline are dry. The
fact that most of the sinks in this example are approximately circular suggests that
the limestone bed is nearly level. A discontinuous drainage pattern can develop i.n
other materials, e.g. in dolomite or in permafrost, but is most conmnly developed i.n
limestone terrain. Discontinuous drainage in limestone is often called swallow-hole
or sinkhole drainage.

6. LIMITATIONS:
b. Scale: the fine detail on scales as small as 1:30,000.
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SPECIAL

INDICATOR: Contour banding (natural)

1. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Hays Co., Texas

?-. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

). COMMENTS: The bedding or layers of
flat-lying or nearly flat-lying sediment-
ary rocks can produce obvious banding
or contouring on hillsides. In an aerial
photo, the pattern resembles contour
lines on a topographic map, with each
band circling the hill at a constant el-
evation. The natural banding pattern can
be emphasized by: different types of
vegetation, different amounts of vegeta-
tion, differences in slope caused (over
1. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Ta Liang, et al (19S1)

b. Other: Field observation by CRS
staff members at Ft. Bliss, Texas, and
in Hays and Blanco Cos.r Texas.

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Recoin. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal L -

x
e. Vert. Aerial Photos.

(1) Stereosco~ic Viewinal
‘1X11(2) Monosco~ic Viewina

5. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

C. seaSOII: None

d. Other: None

r. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS,

.958,DMG-3v-235, 236,and 237
b. Melvin B. Satterwhite, USAETL, 1976

1. COMPILER: J. Ponder Henley, USAETL

1.DATE: 30 Uune 1978 167

)SAETL-RI-CRS-0023

AIR PHOTO

[NDICATES: Flat-lying sedimentary rocks

Scale 1:20,000.



3. COMMENTS: by differential erosion, or differences in
differences in material type. The bedding of flat-lying
obvious in arid or semiarid clhates. If the strata are

tone and color caused by
sedimentary rocks is more
uniformly thin, the hill

slopes tend to appear smooth and uniform. If the sequence is thickly bedded, a
stair-step pattern can be seen. Natural banding also occurs in basaltic areas. How-
ever, this can be distinguished from that in sedimentary rocks by flow marks and
sharp, jagged cliffs associated with basaltic terrain.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Ta Liang, R. B. Costello, G. J. Fallen, R. J. Hedge, H. C.

Ladenheim, D. R. Lueder, and J. D. Mollard. A Photo-analysis key for the determina-
tion of qround conditions, Landform reports, Vol. II, sedimentary rocks. U.S. Naval
Photographic Interpretation Center, Technical Report 3, 1951.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: These soils will generally be shallow with
rock fragments. Because of the rugged topography, road or airfield construction will
involve a great detal of rock excavation. Limestone and sandstone can provide possi-
ble sources of aggregate and gravel and borrow material will be scarce. Leakage can
occur through sandstone or through fractures in thick beds of limestone. Very little
leakage will occur through shales.
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LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Hill, lumpy surface, visibly

jointed

1. EXAMPLE IQCATION: Hueco Tanks, El Pa:
co., Texas

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Tropical and subtropical desert (BWh)

3. COMMENTS: Granitic rocks are charac.

teristically rounded in any climatic re-
gion, but rounding is particularly prom-
inent in arid climates, where mechanical
~eathering predominates. The rounded
shape of the outcrop in profile is due t
~eathering along curvilinear sheeting
joints. The smaller scale roundness, or
lumpiness, on the surface of the outcrop
is due to weathering along closely space
~ertical joints that break the (over
!. VERIFICATION:

a- Literature: Twidale (1971)

b. Other: Personal observation by Jud
~hlen in the Ft. Bliss, Texas, area and
it

i.

1.

m

.

Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YEs NO
a. Ground Recoin. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq
(2) Monoscopic Viewing +- —

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Jointing may not be visible
scales smaller than 1:20,000

C. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
a= U.S. Air Force, 69-35, frames 130

nd 131, 1969-1971
b. George E. M. Newbury, USAETL, 1977
c. Claudia M. Newbury, USAETL, 1977

● COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

169
. DATE: 4 August 1978

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Granitic rock

a. Vertical stereopair showing vertical jointing
in rounded granitic outcrops.

b. Ground stereo view showing the rounded shape
of the outcrop in profile.

~. Ground view showing granite outcrops. Each
~lock or lump is bounded by sheeting joints
(arrow) at top and bottom and vertical joints
m the sides.

,’



3. COMMENTS: outcrop into a series of blocks. If the vertical joints are widely

spaced, a large, smooth dome will result (see Indicators 0027 and 0028) . The closer
the vertical -jointsare to each other, and the greater their number, the more blocky
the surface of the outcrop will be (see Indicator 0025). These blocks weather to

give a lumpy appearing surface. Because the spacing of the vertical joints is only
moderately close, the weathered shape of each block or lump is smooth, rounded, and
even. A later result of weathering on this type of granite outcrop will be an”in-
place pile of boulders.

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Twidale, C. R. Structural Landforms, landforms associated with
granitic rocks, faults and folded strata. Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1971, pp. 59-71.



LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Hill, lumpy surface, visibly
jointed

1. EXAMPLE IQCATION: Laguna Mountains,
Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma Co., Arizona

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

rropical and subtropical desert (BWh)

1. COMMENTS: Granitic rocks are charac-

teristically rounded in any climatic re-
]ion, but rounding is particularly prom-
Lnent in arid climates, where mechanical
~eathering predominates. The rounded
;hape of the.outcrop in profile is due t
regatheringalong curvilinear sheeting
joints. The smaller scale roundness, or
Lumpiness, on the surface of the outcrox
is due to weathering along closely space
~ertical joints that break the (ovez
L. VERIFICATION:

a= Literature: Twidale (1971)

b. Other: Personal observation by Jud
;hlenin the Ft. Bliss, Texas, area and
ltyuma Proving Ground, Arizona

. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar Y

I a,

d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

$

. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Jointing may not be visible
n scales smaller than 1:20,000

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

‘. PHOTO CREDITS:

a= Sour= unknown, but available from
‘rankBarnett, USAETL

b. Judy Ehlen, USAETL, 1973
c. Same as (a) above

:8. COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

~9. DATE: 4 August 1978-
1.

171

AIR PHOTO

~. Ground shot of granite outcrop typical of
:he Yuma area. Located at arrow in stereopair.

:.Stereopair
~raniteand a

showing differences between lumpy
metamorphic rock; .



3. COMMENTS: outcrop into a series of blocks. If the vertical joints are “very widely

spaced, a larger smooth dome will result (see Indicators 0027 and 0028). The closer

the vertical joints are to each other, and the greater their number, the more blocky

the surface of the outcrop will be. These blocks weather to give a lumpy-appearing

surface. The size of the weathering product is probably due to a combination of joint

spacing and grain size: the closer the joints, and the coarser the grain size as in
this example, the more broken up will be the surface of the outcrop. Less coarse-

grained granites tend to form rounded boulders (see Indicator 0024).

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Twidale, C. R. Structural Landforms, landforms associated with

granitic rocks, faults and folded strata. Cambridge: The MIT Press, .1971, pp. 59-71.
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*DFORM

NDICATOR: Hills, ridges, parallel and
assymetrical

. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Roanoke Co., Virginia

. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
umid subtropical, warm summer (Caf)

● COMMENTS: Tilted, interbedded sedimentary
ocks form nearly parallel ridges and valleys.
he ridges are formed of the more resistant
ocks for the climatic area in which they occur
n this example, the ridge-forming material is
andstone. The valleys between the ridges are
ormed of more easily eroded material, such as
hale or limestone.

he tilting of these beds from their original
lat-lying position was caused by folding or
aulting. The ridges are formed by (over)
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature: Ta Liang, et al (1951)

b. Other:

COMPILER: J. Ponder Henley, USAETL

AIR PHOT
INDICATES: Tilted, interbedded sedimentary

rocks

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YEs NO
a. Ground Reconn. ~.-

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing 4 x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

6. LIMITATIONS:

a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other:

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, DTS-

8L-18 and 19, 1953.

9. DATE: 3 August 1978
l—

Scale: 1:20,000
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3. COMMENTS: differential weathering of the exposed beds. In this example, each
ridge has an asymmetrical profile in cross section (see below). In general, the
amount of asymmetry is a function of the amount of tilt. Although asymmetrical pro-
files can occur in other materials, e.g. sand dunes, these can be identified by other
pattern elements.

-24&L
Asymmetric ridge profile

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Ta Liang, R. B. Costello, G. J. Fallen, R. J. Hedge, H. C.
Ladenheim, D. R. Leuder, and J. D. Mollard. A Photo-Analysis Key for the Determination
of Ground Conditions, Landform Reports, Vol. II, Sedimentary Rocks . U.S. Naval Photo-
graphic Interpretation Center, Technical Report 3, 1951.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The ridges have thin soil and are usually
quite stony. There may be a deep accumulation of rock debris at the base of the ridge.
The soil in the valleys if formed from shale or limestone can be deep and plastic. The
problems associated with construction and excavation will include rock and landslides,
and ground water seepage. In this type of climate, problems with stability are greater
on the down-dip side. The limestone and sandstone members can be used as sources of
aggregate. Cross-country movement in such an area as this has a number of difficulties.
Movement is controlled by the orientation of the ridges and
ridges. Gaps are militarily significant. Valley soils can
when wet, impairing the trafficability.

the location of
become soft and

gaps in the
slippery

1.74 “



LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Hill, dome, exfoliating

1. EXAMPLE IOCATION: Stone Mountain,
Dekalb Co., Georgia

2. EXAMPLE CLIMATE

Humid, subtropical,
(Trewartha, 1957):
warm summer (Caf)

3. COMMENTS: Landform shape in granitic
rocks is controlled by two types of
joints, curvilinear sheeting joints and
vertical joints, both of which occur in
all outcrops. Where vertical joints are
numerous and closely spaced, they will
control surface expressions on the out-
crop, so that it will be somewhat broken
up, and will appear to be formed of peb-
bles, cobbles or boulders, depending on
joint spacing. When vertical joints (over
4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:
(1) Gilluly, Waters, and Woodford

(1968)
(2) Twidale (1971)

b. Other: Personal observation by Jud!
Ehlen, USAETL, at this location and at
Yosemite National Park, California

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO

a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c* Radar x
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial

(1) Stereoscopic ViewincflX I 1
(2) Monoscopic Viewing 1 L I I

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

“b.Scale: Compatible with element
size

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. U.S. Geological Survey, GS VIP-1,

112, and 113, 1955, original scale
1:20,000

b. Judy Ehlen, USAETL

8. COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL 175

9. DATE: 3 August 1978

AIR PHOTO
[NDICATES: Granitic rock

a. Stereopair showing Stone Mountain.

b. Ground view of Stone Mountain. The light-
toned area is a carving commemorating the Civil
War. The vertical striae are surficial stains.



3. COMMENTS: are either few in number or very widely spaced, curvilinear sheeting
joints will control outcrop shape, which will be smooth, even, and broadly rounded as
in this example. When the sheeting joints are closely spaced and closed, exfoliation,
the splitting away of layers along these sheeting joints, can occur. Whereas the dome
space appears to be characteristic of granite, exfoliation occurs in other rock types,
such as sandstone, but on a much smaller scale. Other criteria important to formation
of domes are relative grain size and homogeneity. Domes appear to form only in
granites of relatively moderate grain size that are homogeneous in composition.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Gilluly, James, Aaron C. Waters, and A. O. Woodford. principles of Geology,
3rd edition. San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Co., 1968, pp. 48-49.

(2) Twidale, C. R. Structural Landforms, landforms associated with granitic
rocks, faults, and folded strata. Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1971, pp. 59-71.
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ANDFORM

NDICATOR: Hill, dome, exfoliating

. EXAMPLE LOCATION: Half Dome, Yosemite

ational Park, Mariposa Co., California

. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

ndifferentiated highlands (H)

. COMMENTS: Landform shape in granitic

ocks is controlled by two types of

oints, curvilinear sheeting joints and
‘ertical joints, both of which occur in
.11 outcrops. Where vertical joints are

,umerous and closely spaced they will

!ontrol surface expression on the out-

!rop, so that it will be somewhat broken

[p, and will appear to be formed of peb-

jles, cobbles, or boulders, depending on
loint spacing. When vertical joints (over
1. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:

(1) Gilluly, Waters, and Woodford

:1968)

(2) ‘l?widale(1971)
b. Other: Personal observation by Jud~

:hlen at this location and at Stone

lountain, Georgia

i. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: ~YES NO

a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x 7
c. Radar I I x I
d. IR Thermal I
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

$. LIMITATIONS:

a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Compatible with element siz

c. SeasOn: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:

a. &b. Judy Ehlen, USAETL

3. COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

9. DATE: 4 August 1978—.

171

AIR PHOTO

?DICATES: Granitic rock

~. Half Dome in Yosemite National Park. The

Front of the dome has been removed by glaciation.

b. Cross-sectional view of an exfoliating sur-

face. Joint spacing ranges from inches to feet:

spacing here is about 4 to 10 inches.



3. COMMENTS: are either few in number or very widely spaced, curvilinear sheeting

joints will control outcrop shape, which will be smooth, even, and broadly rounded, as

in this example. When the sheeting joints are closely spaced and closed, exfoliation,

the splitting away of layers along these joints, can occur. Whereas the dome shape

appears to be characteristic of granite, exfoliation occurs in other rock types, such

as sandstone, but on a much smaller scale. Other criteria important to formation of

domes are relative grain size and homogeneity. Domes appear to form only in granites

of relatively moderate grain size that are homogeneous in composition.

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:

(1) GiUuly, James, Aaron C. Waters, and A. O. Woodford. principles of Geology,

3rd edition. San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Co., 1968, pp. 48-49.

(2) Twidale, C. R. Structural Landforms, landforms associated with granitic

rocks, faults, and folded strata. Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1971, pp. S9-71.
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ANDFORM

NMCATOR: Hill, crescent shape,
asymmetrical cross section

L. EXAMPLE ~ATION: Grant Co.,

Washington

!. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

[iddle latitude steppe (Bsk)

1. COMMENTS: These crescent-shaped, asym-
metrical hills are sand dunes. The shape
)f a sand dune depends on wind speed and

lirection, and the source of the supply
tf sand. A constancy of wind direction

md speed tends towards the development
~f forms and arrangements that are order-

.y. These crescent shaped hills, known as
larchan dunes, are a common form. They

Lre asymmetrical in cross section, with
:he steeper slopes on the downwind (over)

1. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Exists as common knowl-
>dge in the fields of geology and engi-
~eering.

b. Other: This site was field checked
)y R. E. Frost, USAETL. Similar dune

;ites in other areas have been field

:hecked by various members of the CRS
;taff.

j. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO

a. Ground Reconn. x

b. kw Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L 1
d. IR Thermal

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

5. LIMITATIONS:

a. Emulsion\Filter: None

b. Scale: Must be compatible with dune
.
Size. Similar dunes have been recognized

it scales less than 1:100,000. (over)

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of

5A-51 and 52, 13
1:20,000

Agriculture, ASCS, AAR-
July 1941, scale

B. COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL 179

9. DATE: 4 August 1978

AIR PHOT



3. COMMENTS: side and the gentler slopes facing upwind. The steep slope of the down-

wind face has the angle of repose of dry sand, i.e. about 30 .
0

Although the horns of

the crescent frequently point downwind, they can point upwind as well. The gentler

slope facing upwind, often shows a fluting, or series of streamlines, on its surface.

These dunes usually form in clusters that can extend for several miles. Within the

cluster, the axes of the dunes will be parallel unless a secondary system develops

because of a wind shift.

6. LIMITATIONS:

b. Scale: At small scales, details of fluting and the asymmetrical cross section

may not be observable.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Dune sand is fine to very fine, and usually

ranges from 0.075 to 0.25 nun (the No. 60 to the No. 200 sieve size). In general, sand

dunes offer little or no engineering difficulties. The soils are well drained inter-

nally, and they offer excellent subgrade support. In areas of high winds, shifting

sands can cause drift problems. With reference to cross-country mobility, hhe less

steep windward facing slopes are wind compacted and provide a reasonably firm surface.

The downwind slopes are formed in loose and uncompacted material, and are obstacles to

movement.
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ANDFORM

INDICATOR: Depressions, large, near cir-

:ular, on the tops of mountains or hills

L.

)-.

3.

1.

5.

;.

7.

1.

).

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Kiluaea, Hawaii

Volcanos National Park, Hawaii Co.,

Hawaii

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957) :

Tropical rainforest (Af)

COMMENTS: Calderas and craters are two

types of depressions that occur on the
tops of hills or mountains. They

range from relatively simple depres-

sions (Indicators 0002 and 0018) to

complex combinations. The example

shown here is of the more complex va-

riety. The terms caldera and crater

are frequently confused, but calderas
are the larger features, usually ex-
ceeding 1.5 km in diameter. (over)
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature: Denny, Charles S., et

al, 1968.

b. Other: personal observation by Judy

Ehlen at various volcanos in and

near the Oregon Cascades

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYESI NO
a. Ground Reconn. x 4
b. Low Alt. Reconn. I xl 1
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2).Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS: “
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Calderas are often visible

on Landsat imagery and are often
too large to identify on (over)

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

a. &b. U.S. Geological Survey, Prof.
Paper 590, 1952. Hawaii 8, A, B, and
C. Original scale 1:35,000.

COMPILER : Judy Ehlen, USAETL 181

DATE : 21 November 1978

JsAiTL-RI-cRs”-ob30 ‘

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Craters or calderas

3. Aerial oblique. These features are atop a very

Large mountain, a shield volcano. The larger,
outer depression (1) is the caldera of Kiluaea

Jolcano, and the smaller, inner depression (2) is

dalemaumau Crater. The mountain is so large that

side slopes on the horizon are hardly discernible.
l?hemountain in the background is also a volcano,

tiaunaKea, with a caldera (3).

b. Vertical stereopair of Kiluaea Caldera and
Halemaumau.



3. COMMENTS: Al SO , calderas include one or more vents whereas a crater is the surface

expression of a vent. In this example, the caldera (a.,1) is about 4.2 km long and
2.5 km wide, and the crater (a.,2) is about 900 meters in diameter. Mountain top

craters and calderas provide the easiest method of identification of volcanos.

There are other hills or mountains that have depressions at the top, however,

These include cirques, blowouts on sand dunes, and depressions on pingos, but these

are readily identified by other pattern elements.

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature : Denny, Charles S. , Charles R. Warren, Donald H. Dow, and William J.

Dale, A Descriptive Catalog of Selected Aerial Photographs of Geologic Features

in the United States, U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 590, 1968.

6. LIMITATIONS:

b. Scale: large scale photography.
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LANDFORM

:NDICATOR: Hill, low, with crater

. .

). .

1.

1.

j.

5.

7.

3.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: The Blowouts, Lake
Co. , Oregon

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 19S7) :
Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

COMMENTS: Spatter cones are small vol-
canic hills less than 20 meters tall

usually associated with lava flows.

They also often occur in association

with cinder cones, but at times they
are the only type of volcanic hill in
the flow area. The upper slopes are

near-vertical and consist of a rim-
like shell of lava, that is almost al-

ways basaltic in composition. The

lower slopes are less steep, (over)

VERIFICATION :
a.

b.

Literature:

Other: Personal observation by

Judy Ehlen at this location and at

Jordan Craters, Oregon.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YESI NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x

d. IR Thermal I 1X1

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: The practical limit for re-

liable determination is 1:10,000

or greater.
c. SeaSOn: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

a. &b. Oregon Air National Guard, 1979
c. Judy Ehlen, USAETL, 1968.

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

183
DATE : 27 November 1979

JSAETL-RI-CRS-O031

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Spatter cone

1. Vertical stereopair of two spatter cones. The

right cone is younger than the one on the left

and more fully exhibits the characteristics of
a spatter cone.

>. Stereo aerial oblique of the same spatter
cones.

&. Ground shot of the two spatter cones.



3. COMMENTS : consisting of loose debris at the angle of repose. The profile of a
spatter cone is distinctive and no other feature is”known to have a similar profile.

Spatter cones occur along fissures, usually in groups of two or more aligned alonq

the fissure, and result from fountaining. They often provide the only key to the-

location of the source of the lava flow, i.e. the vent or fissure. Spatter cones

are often elongate, with the length exceeding the height several times, but they can

also be near-circular or oval in plan. This example shows a relatively young, fresh,

elongate spatter cone.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Mobility through areas that contain spatter

cones is very difficult for both foot and vehicular traffic, and one would normally go

around such terrain rather than through it. From the ground, spatter cones may appear

useful for military purposes, but the knife-edge crater rim precludes this.
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RAINAGE

NDICATOR: Parallel drainage pattern

.

.

.

●

1.

;.

1.

3.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Taos Co., New Mexicc

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 19!5’7):

Middle latitude steepe (BSk)

COMMENTS: This pattern develops when

the streams within a large area tend

to flow nearly parallel to each other,

a situation that occurs when there is

a uniform regional slope, or a slope
plus some kind of control. Control

can be exerted by parallel topographic
features such as: the windswept par-
allel ridges on large areas of loessaj

deposits, glacially remodeled surface:

(e.g. drumlins), and folded or (over;
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature: Parvis, M. (1947)

b. Other: Exists as general knowledge
within the fields of geology,

soils, and engineering geology.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYES I NO
a. Ground Reconn. L

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

c. Radar x

d. IR Thermal x

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing I X
(2) Monoscapic Viewing 1 x I J

LIMITATIONS :

a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

a. U.S. Geological
VAGK, 1-17. The

1:20,000, scale

1:41,000.

COMPILERS: Jack N.

Ehlen, USAETL

DATE : 1 May 1979

JSAETL-RI-CRS -0032

Survey, 1961, GS-

original scale was
of illustration is

Rinker and Judy

18

AIR PHOTO

JDICATES: A tilted surface, a plain

i. Aerial–photograph showing parallel drainage
>attern.

b. Drawing by Judy Ehlen, USAETL.

. .
!



3. COMMENTS: faulted structures. Examination of the stereo photography will reveal
which situation exists. Aside from topographically induced control, the pattern
suggests the presence of a plain that tilts, as a unit, in some direction. The
pattern can appear to be parallel over a small area, and yet be classified other-
wise on a regional basis. For example, a large symmetrical dome of several miles

diameter would have an overall radial drainage pattern. However, over any small

portion of it that would be photographed at the conventional scale of 1:20,000, the

drainage pattern could rightly be classed as parallel. Although the illustration
in this example shows parallelism, there are clues that suggest that if one could
look at the surrounding area, the regional pattern might be considered as radial.

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Parvis, M., Regional Drainage Patterns. A Thesis for the School

of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Purdue University, West Lafayette,

Indiana, 1947.
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ULTURAL

NDICATOR: Isolated tower(s) with no crossarms

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Baltimore Co., Maryland

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957) :

Humid subtropical, warm summer (Caf)

COMMENTS: Radio/television broadcasting fa-

cilities are usually identified by the pres-

ence of very tall and very thin “A” or “I”

type towers, either singly or clustered in

small groups of 3 or 4. These towers often
exceed 1,000 feet in height an appear with-
out crossarms or “dish” receiving antennas

as are seen on electric transmission or
microwave receiving and transmitting towers.

Small buildings may also be observed in

close proximity to these towers~ and cleared

areas often surround the towers. (over)
VERIFICATION :

a. Literature: FM 30-10, Terrain Analysis

Tactical Imargey Interpretation Studies -
Study Packet; Reisterstown, Maryland, 7%’

quad.

b. Other: Personal observation by Paul

McCracken

COMPILER: Paul B. McCracken, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Broadcasting transmitting
and receiving facilities

5.

6.

7.

9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YE$ NO
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

c. Radar L

d. IR Thermal L

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

LIMITATIONS :
a.

b.

c.

d.

Emulsion/Filter: None

Scale: Broadcast towers detected and

identified on 1:60,000 photography

Season: None

Other: Recognizing and identifying

these towers by viewing aerial pho-

tography monoscopically can (over)
PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, AJO-

6MM-142 and 143, 1971, scale 1:20,000.

DATE : 1 May 1979

JSAETL-RI-CRS-OO 33 187

a. Radio station WCBM’S trans-

mission towers. These are a

“lattice” or “A” type tower.

In the left-hand photo the

tower’s shadow provides the

recognition clue. These

towers are located in the

photo’s center. In the right-

hand photo, obliquity provides
the clue.

b. Radio station WBAL’S trans-
mission towers. These are

“stick” or “I” type towers.

In the right-hand photo the

shadows provide the major clue
for recognition. In the left-

hand photo obliquity provides

the clue. Stereo viewing with

magnification enhances the
recognition of these towers.

Original photo scale 1:20,000.

Small buildings can be ob-

served on the right side of the
rl.eared area surrounding the



3. COMMENTS: Because these towers are so tall, they are obstacles to air navigation

and can be used as landmarks.

6. LIMITATIONS:

d. Other: be problematical. Towers may not be readily apparent unless shadows are

projected or an oblique image is visible. Towers located in the center of a

photo appear as dots with no indication of the vertical dimension. Single towers

can be more difficult to detect than a group of towers. Difficulties in detec-

tion may arise because the land surrounding a tower may not be cleared, in which

case the tower or its shadow may blend in with the background. This is particu-

larly true of “I” type or stick towers which present a very thin image throughout

their vertical dimension.
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DI@INAGE

INDICATOR: Braided stream

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Vinagaroon Wash,

Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma CO., Arizona

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Tropical and subtropical desert (BWh]

COMMENTS : The braided pattern results
from the deposition of coarse-grained
material (primarily sands and gravels)

in the channel d an aggrading stsean.

The existing channels fill and the
stream must develop new channels.

This process xepeats itself continu-

ously, and numerous, small, intercon-

nected channels separated by small

islmds and channel bars resembling a

braid in p~atterr.are fG*rmed. (over)
VERIFICATION :
a.

b.

Literature:

(1) Thornbiiry, W. D. (19S4)
(2) Allen, J. R. L. (1969)

Other: General knowledge in the

fields of geology and geomorphol-

ogy; field checked by J. Ehlen,

USAETL, 1973.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: s NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L

d. IR Thermal x

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

a. Source unknown, 1968, frame
original scale 1:9,600.

COMPILER : Judy Ehlen, USAETL.

DATE : 29 June 1979

1-2,

189

AIR PHOTX3

NDICATES: Coarse-grained material

a. A braided stream pattern.

b. Draw
pattern. Drawing by Judy Ehlen, USAETL.

JSA.ETL-RI-CRS-0034



3.

4.

COMMENTS: The conditions causing the braided pattern =e a heavy stream load and a
decrease in stream velocity due to a change in gradient~ cross-=ction~ or infiltra-
tion. Braided patterns occur on alluvial fans and are common in desert washes, as
in this example. In additi~n, braided patterns frequently occur on deltas~ and on
the outwash plains of receding glaciers.

VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) ThorfiurY, William D. Principles of Geomorphology. New York: John Wiley and

Sons, Inc., 1954, pp. 126, 166, 170, 173.

(2) Allen, John R. L. Physical Processes of Sedimentation. New York: American

Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc., 1969, pp. 140-141.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Braided channels are a source for coarse ma-

terials. They may be an obstacle to cross-country movement perpendicular to the length

of the wash because of the rough-textured surface and the frequent channels. Movement

parallel to the wash channel is relatively easy, however. In desert areas, they are

exceptionally dangerous places because of the possibility of flash-flooding even when

storms occur in the upstream portions of the watershed and not at a specific site.
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LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Mountain, symmetrical with concave

1.

2.

3.

4.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Mt. Shasta, Siskiyou Co.,

California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Undifferentiated highlands (H)

COMMENTS : A composite cone is a volcano
formed of alternating layers of flow and

eruptive material. Flow material extrudes
from the base and on the sides of the cone.

The la~7a is usually basaltic or andesitic
in composition. Concave slopes are typical
of the profile of composite cones, and allow

differentiation between the various types of

volcanos (shield volcanos, composite cones,

cinder cones, and spatter cones) . Parasitic

cinder cones are common on the flanks.

VERIFICATION :

a. Literature: Common knowledge in the
field of geology, i.e. LongWell, Flint,

and Sanders (1969) and Thornbury (1969) .

b. Other: Personal observation by Judy

Ehlen in the High Cascades.

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: cOmPOSite (Stra”to) Volcano

5.

6.

7.

9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BYI: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS :
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Undetermined

c. Season: None

d. Other: Although a volcano can be in-

ferred from monoscopic viewing of
vertical aerial photography, by (over)

PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Geological Survey, GS-VDYK, 5-104,
105, and 106, September 1975. Original

scale, 1:78,000; approximate scale of this
image, 1:160,000.

DATE : 30 July 1979

it. Shasta. The small cone at the bottom of the photos is Shastina, a parasitic cinder

;one. The rougher textured material is flow material, and the fine-textured material
such as that on the flanks of Shastina is eruptive in origin. Note the lobate shape of
:he lava flows in the upper left corner of the left image.

19“1 ..
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I

4.

6.

VERIFICATION :

a. Literature:

(1) Longwell, Chester R., Richard F. Flint/ and John EC sanders” ‘hysical ‘e0l09Y-

New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969.

(2) Thornbury, Wiloliam D. Principles of Geomorphology, 2nd edition. New York:

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969=

LIMITATIONS :

d. Other: shadow and drainage pattern, differentiation between types of volcanos

cannot be made without stereo viewing.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Soils on these volcanos have good internal

drainage, and they are easily worked. The coarser fraction can be used as aggregate.

Slopes are often unstable and mobility can be difficult due to deep erosion gullies.



PECIAL

NDICATOR: Long, straight traces in bedrock

,.

I
. .

1.

1.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: San Mateo Co., California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha,

Mediterranean or dry summer

1957) :
subtropical (Cs)

COMMENTS: Long, straight traces in bedrock

are usually fractures. They can be joints~
faults, or lineaments. Joints are local in

occurrence, and ra~ely can be mess-ured in

kilometers. No movement is visible along

joints. Faults are fractures along which

movement of features on opposite sides of

the fault, usually identifiable by displace-
ment, has occurred. Lineaments, which are

complex features consisting of faults and
folds arranged in a line, usually extend for

kilometers, but displacement is (over)

VERIFICATION :
a. Literature: Common knowledge in the field

of geology, i.e. Billings (1954) and

LongWell, Flint, and Sanders (1969).

b. Other: Personal observations by Judy
Ehlen, “USAETL.

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL—

AIR PHOTO

lNDICATES: Fractures

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE. BY: YES NO

a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

c. Radar L

d. IR Thermal L

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS: U.S. Geological Survey,
GS-VCMI 2-184 and 185, 14 May 1970.

Original scale is 1:80,000; the scale

of this image is approximately 1:100,000.

9. DATE: 22 August 1979

JSAETL-RI-CRS-0036
. .
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3. COMMENTS: difficult to identify because it is usually local. Lineaments and faults

can extend for hundreds of kilometers.

This example is the San Andreas fault of California (arrows on illustration) , a hor-

izontal or strike-slip fault. This fault extends 800 kilometers from Pt. Arena north

of San Francisco to the Salton Sea area of southern California. Even though dis-

placement of specific features is not visible in this illustration, displacement

along this feature, and hence its identification as a fault, can be inferred from the

change in topography, drainage pattern, and slope across the linear trace. This trace

is visible throughout most of the length of the fault. Other fractures, many of which

are probably faults, are also visible on the photography (f).

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:

(1) Billings, Marland P. Structural Geology, 2nd edition. Englewood Cliffs, New

Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954.

(2) LongWell, Chester R., Richard Foster Flint, and John E. Sanders. Physical

Geology. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Many of the strike-slip faults throughout the

world are active: the San Andreas moves an average of more than 2 cm per year throughout

its length, and measurements made in the San Francisco area since 1906 show movement up

to 5 cm per year. Such activity can cause severe problems to engineering construction.

..
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7EGETATION

llDICATOR: Speckled vegetation pattern
on sandy soils, arid region

. . EXAMPLE LOCATION: Otero Co. , New

Mexico

?. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957) :

Middle latitude desert (Bwh)

1. COMMENTS: Coppice dunes are formed by

the deposition of aeolian sand around

individual shrubs in arid regions.

Each shrub crown acts as an obstacle
in the airborne stream of sand, in-

ducing turbulence, causing deposition

of sand particles on the lee side as
well as within the shrub. Only those

shrub species that can develop new

roots and shoots from buried branches,
and so continue growing as the (over)

1. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Satterwhite, M.B., et al (1979)

(2) Gile, L.H. (1966)

(3) Petrov, M.P. (1976)
b. Other: Personal observation by CRS

staff, Texas and New Mexico

‘“EZEE3EI
d. IR Thermal I L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

j. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Larger than 1:100,000

c. Season: None, but pattern might

be more distinct during leaf-out.
d. Other: Other plant communities

found in arid, semiarid, or (over)

7. PHOTO CRJ3DITS:

a. Ground: M. Satterwhite, USAETL

b. Low oblique: M. Satterwhite, USAETI
c. Vertical aerial: U.S. Air Force,

670402, Photo No. 102, Aug 1977

3. COMPILER: Melvin B. Satterwhite,

USAETL

1. DATE: 29 August 1979 195
. .

JSAETL-RI-CRS -0037

NDICATES: Probable obstacles (coppice

to cross-cantry movement

AIR PHOTO

dunes )

~. Ground photo, approximate scale 1:85. Mesquite

shrubs on a coppice dune.

b. Low oblique, estimated scale 1:1,500. The
arrow indicates a coppice dune. The small

dots are small shrubs or grasses with no asso-

ciate dune.

c. Vertical stereopair, scale 1:3.0,000..



3.

4.

6.

COMMENTS : sand accumulates, can form long-lived coppice dunes. Death of the shrub

will cause a gradual deflation of the dune by the wind. The size of a dune depends

on age, rate of shrub growth, consistency of wind speed and direction, and the

source of sand. The dunes are relatively small, ranging from 0.3 to 3.0 meters in

height and 1.5 to 15 meters in width. They are large enough to be obstacles to

cross-country movement and may provide concealment in a horizontal direction. In

this example, the coppice dunes are covered with mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) and

some fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens) ● The interdunal area is sparsely vege-

tated, and in some places barren. Although the topographic relief of individual

coppice dunes might not be apparent in stereo aerial photography, one can infer the

presence of such dunes from the speckled pattern caused by the dark-toned shrubs

against the light tones of the interdunal areas (c) . If the wind is fairly consis-

tent in direction, elongate dunes can be formed (b). The soil textures of the dunes

are sand, loamy sand, and sandy loam. In the interdunal areas, a strongly indurated

caliche horizon can be present, making digging difficult.

VERIFICATION :

a. Literature:

(1) Satterwhite, M. B. and J. Ehlen. Vegetation and Terrain Relationships in

South-central New Mexico and Western Texas. USAETL, ETL-0245, November

1980, AD-A095 159.

(2) Gile, L. H. Coppice dunes and Rotura soil. Soil Sci. Amer. Proc. 30:

pp. 657-660, 1966.

(3) Petrov, M. P. Deserts of the World. Halsted Press, John Wiley and Sons,

Inc., p. 227, 1976.

LIMITATIONS:

d. Other: temperate regions can have a speckled pattern similar to that of this

indicator and not be indicative of sandy textured soils or coppice dunes.

Therefore, the use of the indicator relationship described here requires other

information, such as the scale of the photography, anticipated size of the shrub

canopy, and the geographic distribution of plant species forming coppice dunes.
Comparison of the speckled pattern shown here with thatof Indicator 0006 reveals

two similar speckled patterns; however, the large size canopy of the mesquite
shrubs maintains the speckled pattern on t~e smaller scale photography, 1:30~000~

while the smaller size crowns of the Coleogyne shrubs are lost on photography of

scales smaller than 1:10,000. Other information determined from the photography

suggestive of soil type should be used to @edict the presence of coppice dunes

or their possible formation.
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LANDFORM

[NDICATOR: Fan-shaped alluvial deposit

L.

)-.

3.

1.

1.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Sacramento Mountains,
Otero Co. , New Mexico

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957) :

Tropical and subtropical desert (BWh)

COWNTS : An alluvial fan is a deposition-

al, fan-shaped, gently sloping (1-5°) land-

form with a distributary drainage pattern.

Fans are composed of granular material, with
the coarser, heavier fraction occurring near
the apex. Alluvial fans occur where streams
discharge from mountains into basins and at
gully mouths. Fans are particularly visible
in arid and semiarid regions, but occur in

all environments. Alluvial fans can coa.

lesce to form broad aprons called bajadas.

w individual alluvial fan is (over)
VERIFICATION :

a. Literature: Common knowledge in the
field of geomorphology, e.g. Thornbury

(1969) .

b. Other: Personal observations
staff.

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

by CRS

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Alluvial fan

.
5. PATTERN ‘IDENTIFIABLE BY: I YES I No

a. Ground Reconn. T. I I

6.

7.

3.

b. Low Alt. Reconn. IYI1
1 ., I

c. Radar T. II
d. IR Thermal

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereosco~ic Viewina

(2) Monoscopic Viewing I x I I

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

“PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Air Force 69-35, frames 290 and

291, 1969 (available from Defense Mapping
Agency) . Original scale 1:50,000; scale
of this image approximately 1:100,000.

DATE : 26 February 1980
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3. COMMENTS: located on the right side of this ex-ple (a), and a bajada is on the left

(b). These alluvial fans look different than the mountains at the top of the stereo-

pair and the basins at the bottom because of differences in photo tones and textures

caused by changes in material composition (bedrock in the mountains{ granular materia:

on the fans, and sand in the basin) , the type of vegetative cover, and slope. Relief

in these three areas is also markedly different. Alluvial fans vary greatly in size:

the one in the stereo portion of this example is 3 km across and 2.5 km from apex to

toe. Other depositional landforms can appear similar to alluvial fans, for example,

old deltas now on dry land.

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Thornbury, William D. Principles of Geomorphology, 2nd edition.

New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., pp 173-17S, 1969.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Alluvial fans are potential sources of granu–

lar material for construction purposes, and they often serve as recharge areas for groun(

water. Vehicular mobility on alluvial fans can be unrestricted parallel to the drainage-

ways, but is usually difficult perpendicular to them. Movement is more difficult near

the apex of the fan than near the toe because of steeper slope and coarser grained ma-

terial in this upper area.
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LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Alluvial fan

1.

2.

3.

4.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Sacramento Mountains,

Otero Co. , New Mexico

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957) :
Tropical and subtropical desert (J3VJh)

COMMENTS: An alluvial fan is a depositional,

fan-shaped, gently sloping landform with a

distributary drainage pattern (see Indicator

0038) . Alluvial fans are comprised of gran-

ular material ranging from silt to boulders.

Grain size varies along the fan with the

coarsest material near the apex or point of

origin. The cross-sectional shape of an

alluvial fan is related to grain size dis-

tribution: the steeper the fan side slopes,
the greater the proportion of coarse mater-

ial.
VERIFICATION :

a. Literature: Common knowledge in the field
of geomorphology, e.g. Thornbury (1969) .

b. Other: Personal observations by CRS

staff.

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Granular material

5.

6.

7.

9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. L
b. Low Alt. Reconn. .*7

c. Radar I L I
d. IR Thermal L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewin~
(2) Monoscopic Viewing lx I

LIMITATIONS :
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Depends on the size of the

fan.

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Air Force 69-35, frames 290 and

291, 1969 (available from Defense

Mapping Agency). Original scale 1:50,000

scale of this image approximately
1:100,000.

DATE : 26 February 1980
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4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Thornbury, William D. Principles of Geomorphology, 2nd edition.

New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., pp 173-175, 1969.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Because alluvial fans contain sands and

gravels, they are a source of these materials for construction purposes. Because of

their granular nature, alluvial fans act as recharge areas for ground water. Caliche
layers or petrocalcic horizons, which can be present in alluvial fans in arid envir-

onments, might influence excavation. Vehicular mobility on alluvial fans is generally

better parallel to the drainageways than perpendicular to them.

. .
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CULTURAL

INDICATOR: Road cuts, vertical, in soil

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.

7.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: East of Vicksburg,
Warren Co., Mississippi, on 1-20 and

US-61

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Humid subtropical, warm summer (Caf)

COMMENTS: Because of the vert~cal

structure of loess (windblown silt),

this material is most stable when the

cut is vertical (Indicator 0014). If
cuts are made in accordance wf.th spec-

ifications for other unconsolidated
materials, i.e. 1:2, the slopes will
be unstable. Consequently, vertical
faced cuts are usually made during

construction. Once other elements of
the photo analysis have shown (over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Frost, et al (1953)

b. Other: Field checked by Jack N.
Rinker, USAETL. General observa-

tions in other areas by Jack N.

Rinker and Robert E. Frost, USAETL.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: ~
.

NO
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal

e. Vert. Aerial Photoq.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Identification of road cuts

can be difficult with scales much

smaller than 1:20,000.
c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

a.

b.

Vertical stereo: U,S. Dept. of

Agriculture, ASCS, AVM-lHH-239 and
240, 1966, 1:20,000 scale.

Ground photo: Jack N. tinker,
USAETL., 23 July 1977.

COMPILERS: Paul B. McCracken and

Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

I.,&DATE: ,2f5Feb~a& 1980 201
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3. COMMENTS: that the materials are unconsolidated, the vertical cuts serve as a very

good indicator of loess. Other pattern elements that suggest the presence of loess

are: a local drainage pattern that is pinnate in form (Indicator 0015); flat-bottomed

steep-sided gullies (Indicator 0014); and terracettes, or small steep-sided steps on

the sides of gully walls.

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Frost, R. E., J. G. Johnstone, O. W. Mintzer, M. ParviS, R. Monta.no,

R. D. Miles, and J. R. Shepard. A Manual on the Airphoto Interpretation of Soils

and Rocks for Engineering Purposes. Purdue University, School of Civil Engineering

and Engineering Mechanics, West Lafayette, Indiana, 1953.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS; In their natural state, these soils are well

drained internally, remarkably uniform in physical properties, and easily”erodible.

Road cuts, other than near vertical, will be unstable and gradually erode back to the

stable steep configuration, unless precautionary measures are take~. The supportive

properties of loessal silts are usually good if the material is compacted properly.

Once the vertical structure is destroyed, which is easy to do, the material~takes on

other characteristics, and presents the engineer with a different set of p,roblems. For

example, when dry, the material is loose, impossible to compact, and easily removed by

wind; when saturated, it can become quick. These latter characteristics are also of

concern when considering problems associated with cross-country mobility.
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PECIAL

NDICATOR: Trough

.

.

.

.

1.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Quechee Gorge, Windsor

Co., I’ermont

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957): Humid

continenta~, cool summer, constantly

moist (Dbf)

COMMENTS: Depressions (troughs, gGrges) can

be formed in many ways: therefore, the in-
terpreter must find corroborative evidence

suggestive of faulting, such as natural lin-
ear traces extending beyond the trough (at

on illustration) , sags, offset beds, and

drag folds, before predicting the existence

of a fault. The gorge in this example

(arrow on illustration) is suggestive of
faulting. A trough may be a structural de-

pression, i.e. a depression between two

parallel faults (graben), or it can (over)

VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

b. Other: Field observations

USAETL

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

by Judy Ehlen,

AIR PHOTO

[NDICATES: Faulting

——————— -.. --——.
3. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: I YES NO

a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

c. Radar x
1 1

5.

7.

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Geological Survey, GS-VLA 1-133
and 1-134, May 1956. Original scale

1:25,000; scale of this image is

approximately 1:40,000.

DATE : 15 April 1980

Vertical stereopair. The arrow points to Quechee Gorge and the “a’”s show the

associated linear tracel
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3. COMMENTS: result from erosion along the fault. Quechee Gorge, approximately 1 km
long, is probably an example of the latter because only one linear trace is visible

on the photography.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The area in which faulting occurs may be
unstable, but this usually cannot be determined from aerial photography. The most
significant engineering problem associated with active faulting is foundation

instability.
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LANDFORM

[NDICATOR: Slope changes

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Bear Butte, Meade
co. , South Dakota

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957) :
Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

COMMENTS: Changes in slope are indica-
tive of changes in materials and/or
conditions. The hillside in this ex-
ample is composed of four different

types of material, each with a differ-
ent, uniform slope. Interpretation of

the photos suggests the upper part of
the hillside (1 on illustration b) is

composed of igneous bedrock with some
loose residual material. This part of
the hillside has a slope of (over)

VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

b. Other: Field observations by

Miklos Treiber, Jack N. Rinker, and
Judy Ehlen, USAETL; and Charles
Trautwein, U.S. Geological Survey,
EROS Data Center.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: Yl?s NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog. L

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing
(Z) Monoscopic Viewing I I x J

LIMITATIONS:

a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: The presence of vegetation
may mask the precise location of

breaks in slope.

PHOTO CREDITS:
a. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS,

BOG-lJJ-211, 212, 1968. Original
scale 1:20,000; scale of this image
approximately 1:35,000.

b. Judy Ehlen, USAETL, 1979.

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL 205

DATE : 28 May 1980

JsAETL-RI-cRs-o@2

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Changes in materials and/or conditions

~. Vertical stereopair of Bear Butte. The arrow

shows the direction of view in the ground

photo, below, and the peak with the “x” on it

is the peak in illustration b.

~. Ground stereopair. The arrows indicate the

points where changes in slope occur, and the

numbers are for reference purposes.



3. COMMENTS: about 24°. The portion of the hillside labeled 2 on the same illustra-
tion, which appears to be composed of talus (gravel, cobbles, and boulders) , has a

slope of about 32°. The two lower sections of the hillside, labeled 3 and 4 on

illustration b, comprise part of an alluvial fan. The upper part of the fan in
this example (3) has a slope of about 15° and the lower part (4) has a slope of
about 4°. The change in slope on the fan suggests variation in grain size, with

the upper part of the fan formed of coarse-grained material.
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roNE

NDICATOR: Streaking, arcuate, on a low,
level plain

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Posey Co., Indiana

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 19S7):

Humid subtropical, constantly

moist (Caf)
COMMENTS: The arcuate (curvilinear

and linear) streaks in the photo are
caused by flowing water from a
river in flood stage. The lightest
streaks are fine sands deposited

from water currents (arrow no. 1).
The equally light but irregularly

shaped areas are sand smears from

wind activity (arrow no. Z). These

light tones, which represent well-

drained soils consisting (over)

VERIFICATION :

a. Literature:

b. Other: General field observations

by CRS staff.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: 1YW? NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal L

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x 4

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: Not discernible when soils

are saturated.

7. PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS,
1966, QU-3GG-279, 1:20,000 scale.

8. COMPILERS: Robert E. Frost and

Jack N. Rinker, USAETL 20’
9. DATE: 19 August 80

USAETL-RI-CRS -(?043



3. COMMENTS: of fine sand and silt with a small amount of clay, are indicative

of slightly higher areas. The dark curvilinear streaks mark the various

recessional stages of the floodwaters. These areas are slightly lower

in elevation, contain a less porous and more moist soil composed of sand,
silt, clay, afid organic material. The overall pattern is characteristic

of a flood plain terrace, and suggests a mixed surface mantle of fine sand

and silt, and clay.
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VEGETATION

:NDICATOR: Vegetation, natural, linear

pattern, arid/semi-aridregior

. .

). .

1.

1.

5.

5.

7.

3.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Indio Hills, River–
side County, California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Tropical and subtropical desert (BWh)

COMMENTS: The linear pattern of palm

trees and mesquite in this example
indicates the location of a fault zone

(arrow illustration). The line of
vegetation is located part way down a
slope and is perpendicular to nearby

drainageways. Fault zones are com-

posed of crushed rock which provides

an easy route for the movement of
water. In arid and semi–arid regions

a line of natural vegetation (over)
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature: Norris, Keller, and

Meyer (1979)

b. Other:

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

c. Radar L

d. IR Thermal L

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

LIMITATIONS :
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

a. U.S. Department of Agriculture,
ASCS, AXM 16K 47-48,1954. Image

scale 1:20,000.

b. Judy Ehlen, ‘USAETL

COMPILER Judy Ehlen, USAETL 20!

DATE : 20 August 1980

JSAETL-RI-CRS ‘“0044””

AIR PHOTO

!lDICATES: Possible faulting

a. Vertical airphoto. The arrow indicates where
the photos below were taken and is colinear with
the fault, which extends across the stereo pair.

b. Ground photo showing palm trees and mesquite

in the fault zone.



3.

4.

COMMENTS : can frequently occur along a fault. Other evidence of faulting

in this example includes sags, offset landforms, beheaded strains, linear

traces extending beyond the vegetated area (Indicator 0036), and a prominent,

steep scarpo

VERIFICATION : a. Literature: Norris, Robert M., Keller, Edward A., and

Meyer, George L., 1979, Geomorphology of the Salton Basin, California:

Selected Observations. IN Geological Excursions in the Southern California

Area, Patrick L. Abbot (~). Department of Geological Sciences, San Diego

State University, San Diego, CA; pp 17-46.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The area in which faulting occurs can

be unstable, but this usually cannot be determined from aerial photography. The

most significant engineering problems associated with active faulting is founda-

tion instability.
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I
SPECIAL

NDICATOR: Drag folding

.

.

.

.

1.

i-

?.

3.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Sunset Bay State
Park, Coos County, Oregon

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Marine west coast, cool -summer <Cb)

COMMENTS: Drag }olding is the bending

of beds along a fault. Not only does

it indicate the presence of a fault,

it also shows the relative direction
of movement. In this example, drag

folds are formed in thin-bedded sand-

stone and shale. The fault, outlined

by a line of boulders perpendicular

LO the bedding (illustrations a and

b), is a right lateral wrench fault
(strike slip), as indicated (over)
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature: Ehlen (1967)

b. Other:

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: I= ,NO.
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x

d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x

(2) Monoscopic Viewinq x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

a. Judy Ehlen, USAETL; scale of this
image about 1:250.

b. Drawing by Judy Ehlen, USAETL

c. Oregon National Guard, 1979; scale
of this image is 1:12,500.

C014ZILR Judy EJ.len, USAETL 21

DATE: 20 August 1980 .

JSAETL-RI-CRS -0045

AIR PHOTO

JDICATES: Faulting, direction of movement

along a fault

. .

a. Oblique view of drag folding from cliff 75’

high.

b. Sketch of the above ground photo defining the
various features.

c. Vertical stereo pair showing drag folding in
above photo and sketch. Arrow indicates drag
folds .



3. COMMENTS : by the beiding of the beds to the right. The boulders, that
are local in occurrence, make this part of the fault more obvious.

4. VERIFICATION: a. Literature: Ehlen, Judy, 1967, The geology of state
parks near Cape Arago, Coos County, Oregon: The ‘Ore Bin, Vol 29, No 4..

ENGINEERING PROBLEMS AND CHARACTERISTICS: The area in which faulting occurs
can be unstable, but this usually cannot be determined from aerial photography.

The most significant engineering problem associated with active faulting is

foundation instability.
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SPECIAL

INDICATOR: Escarpment (bedrockJ

1.

2.

3.

4.

8.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Carrizo Plain, San Luis
Obispo Co., California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957): Tropical
and subtropical desert (BWh)

COMMENTS : An escarpment is a long, steep-

faced cliff formed by erosion or faulting.

Fault scarps should be inferred only where

there is additional evidence of faulting,
such as long, straight or gently curving

traces (Indicator # 0036), troughs (Indi-
cator # 0041), offset beds, or abrupt
changes in material type across a lineation.

In this example, the scarp on the
right side of the trace faces the bottom of

the photo, and on the left side, (over)

VERIFICATION :

a. Literature: Thornbury (1969),
Billings (1954), and Iacopi (1964).

b. Other:

COMPILER Judy Ehlen, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Possible Faulting

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: I YES I -NO I
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. LowAlt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x ‘—
(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

6.

7.

9.

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: No”ne

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS: U.S. Department of Agricu
ture, ASCS, AXM 2B 68-69, 1942. Origina

scale 1:20,000; scale of this image
1:27,500.

DATE: 27 August 1980

The fault trace is indicated by the two arrows.

USAETL RI CR$ 004(j
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3. COMMENTS : it faces the top. This relationship is probably the result of
pivotal movement at a hinge point, which is located near where the road

crosses the trace. This type of movement commonly occurs along wrench

faults. This scarp was probably formed relatively recently, as indicated

by the steep, debris-free faces and the sharp breaks in slope. The
steepness of the faces and the sharp crests

the right,
~ particularly on the scarp on

suggest the scarp is formed in bedrock. Additional evidence
of faulting in this example is the long, linear trace, and the sag (s on

illustration) .

4. VERIFICATION: a. Literature: Thornbury, William D., Principles of Geornor-
}hology, 2nd edition. New York: John Wiley and Sons, inc., 1969; Billings,
Marland P., Structual Geology , 2nd edition. Englewood Cliffs NJ: Prentice-
Hall, inc., 1954; and Iacopi., Robert, Earthquake country. Menlo park:
Lane Books, 1964.

ENGINEFRING PROBLEMS AND CHARACTERISTICS: The area in which faulting occurs
can be unstable, but this usually cannot be determined from aerial photography.

The most significant engineering problem associated with active faulting is

foundation instability.
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SPECIAL

INDICA~R: Offset beds

1.

)..

1.

z.

5.

5.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Sunset Bay State

Park, Coos Co. , Oregon

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Marine west coast, Cml summer (Cb)

CO14MENTS: Beds, or layers, in rocks—.
are normally continuous. When the

continuity is broken and the beds stol

abruptly, reappearing in a different

position no longer aligned along
strike, this usually indicates fault-

ing has occurred. This illustration

shows offset beds along a fault. fi-e
amount of displacement between the

two blocks is about 20 meters.

VERIFICATION :
a. LjYerature:

(1) Ehlen (1967)

(2) Billings (1954)

b. Other: Field observations by Judy

Ehlen, USAETL.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: Iy.s NO
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

c. Radar L

d. IR Thermal L

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

h. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

/. PHOTO CREDITS:

a. Judy Ehlen, USAETL, 1968.
b. Oregon National Guard, 1979; scale

of this image is 1:12,500.

8. COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL 21

9. DATE: .30 September 1980

USAETL-RI-CRS-O047

AIR PHOTO

TDICATES: Faulting

.

).

The blocks of rock have moved as shown by the
arrows. Beds A and B are offset.

Verti-cal stereopair showing the offset beds in
the ground photo above. The arrow shows the

direction of the ground photo. The fault is
shown by a line. The apparent rotation of the

block of rock above the line is due partly to
erosion and partly to drag folding.



4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:

(1) Ehlen, Judy. The geology of state parks near Cape Arago, Coos County,

Oregon: The Ore Bin, Vol. 29, No. 4, 1967.

(2) Billings, Marland P. Structural Geology, 2nd edition. Edgewood Cliffs,

NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1954.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The area in which faulting occurs can be

unstable, but this usually cannot be determined from aerial photography. The most

significant engineering problem associated with active faulting is foundation instability

216
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DRAINAGE - PLAN

INDICATOR : Drainage nets, fine, intricate

1.

2.

3.

4.

B.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Badlands National Monu-

ment, Pennington Co. , South Dakota

EXAMPLE CLIMATE

Middle latitude

COMMENTS : This
tern of intense

(Trewartha, 1957):

steppe (BSk)

well-developed drainage pat-

gully formation indicates a
material that is soft, fine-grained, has low

permeability and cohesion, and is therefore

easily removed by running water. The fine-
ness of the pattern, i.e. the closeness of

the gullies, indicates that the material is

composed of fine particles. The angularity
and ruggedness of the terrain, which at
first glance seems-out of character for a

soft and easily eroded material, is caused

by intense and seasonal rains. The (over)
VERIFICATION :

a. Literature:

b. Other: Field verification by Jack N.

Rinker, USAETL.

COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

AIR PHOT

INDICATES: Soft materials, silt and clay

shales

5.

6.

7.

9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO

a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

c. Radar L

d. IR Thermal L

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Has been identified at scales

as small as 1:100,000.

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, BOI-

150-35 and 36, 1938. Original scale

1:20,000, approximate scale of this

illustration, 1:40,000.

DATE : 24 October 1980

217. “ . , . .. .



3. COMMENTS : combination of high surface run-off and easily eroded fine-grained mate-

rials leads to a landscape of this nature. It is also apparent that the original
landform was a plain. The poorly developed surface drainage pattern on the plain
suggests that either the materials and/or the conditions of that surface are differ-

ent from the materials and/or conditions elsewhere in the illustration.
The combi-

patterns indicates an interbedded series of clay shales and silty

original photo scale, the scarcity of fan development at gully
that there is only a small amount of granular material.

nation of these

shales. At the
mouths suggests

218. .



ANDFORM

:NDICATOR:

1.

)-.

1.

1.

5.

;.

1.

1.

1.

Slopes, concave, in flat-lying
interbedded sedimentary rocks

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Dearborn Co.,
Indiana

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 19S7):
Humid subtropical, constantly moist
(Caf)
COMMENTS: The general smoothness of
the valley slopes, at this scale
(1:20,000) and in this climate, indi-
cates the presence of thinly inter-
bedded sedimentary rocks. The beds
are less than a meter thick, and most
of them less than 50 ems. If the beds
were much thicker than a meter, band-
ing or breaks in slope would be detec-
table at this scale.

(over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

Frost, R. E. (1946)

b. Other: Field checked by Jack N.
Rinker and Robert E. Frost, USAETL

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYJ?SINO j
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal I
e. Vert. Aerial Photoq.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewinq x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Must be compatible to
valley size

c. Season: None

d. Other: A heavy tree cover is a
handicap.

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, l?N-
lP-56 and 57, 1955, 1:20,000 scale.

COMPILERS: Jack N. Rinker and Robert
E. Frost, USAETL
DATE : 24 October 1980 219
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3.

4.

COMMENTS :

The problem is to determine-what combination of shale, sandstone, and limestone makes
up this interbedded series. In the illustration, the slopes are not uniform in most
portions of the valley walls, but tend to flare out in the lower part, i.e. the
upper half of the hill is steeper than the lower half. This type of slope change,
or concavity, in a sedimentary series is frequently indicative of the presence of
interbedded limestone and shale, especially in a region that undergoes freezing and
thawing. This slope shape is brought about by the fact that as the less resistant
clayey shale units are eroded away, the projections of limestone break free, and the
fragments slowly move downhill as part of “amoist, clayey, slippery layer (colluvium).
Because limestone is impermeable, it remains as a blocky contribution to the accumu-
lation. This layer of colluvium becomes thicker near the toe of the slope. The
break in slope separates the bedrock of the steeper part from the colluvial material
of the lower slope.

By way of contrast, flat-lying, thinly interbedded sandstones and shales tend to de-
velop a more uniform gradient, with little, or no colluvium. Sandstone, being some-
what permeable to water, tends to break apart during freeze-thaw cycles. As a re-
sult, the blocks of sandstone are gradually reduced to particles of sand which, in
turn, are easily removed from the system along with the fine particles, and do not
accumulate as a thick layer of mixed blocks and clay.

VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Frost, R. E. Air Photo Patterns of Southern Indiana Soils. Graduate

Thesis for degree of CE, School of Civil Engineering, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana, 1946.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Colluvial material is unstable. As it slowly
moves downslope it pushes against objects such as fence poles, trees, telephone poles,
power line poles, and retaining walls, and tilts them. Roads built on the surface of
the colluvium are deformed and carried farther downslope. If the toe of the slope is
cut, the colluvium moves downslope at a faster rate.
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SPECIAL

INDICATOR: Streams, offset

L.

2.

3.

$.

1.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Carrizo Plain, San Luis
Obispo Co., California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957): Tropical

and subtropical desert (BWh)

COMMENTS: Horizontal offsets in stream
courses are indicative of movement along a
fracture in bedrock, that is, faulting.
These offsets are caused by horizontal
(wrench, strike-slip) movement along the
fault. In this example the three streams
have been offset to the right along the
major fault (fault a). TWO additional
smaller faults (b and c) offset the right-
hand stream just outside the stereo portion
of the photos. Fault b shows left lateral
movement and fault c shows dextral (over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Iacopi (1964)
(2) Thornbury (1969)

b. Other:

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

AIR PHOT
INDICATES: Faulting, direction of movement

alonq a fault

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

1 I
c. Radar L I, I
d. IR Thermal I L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewina , 1
(2) Monosco~ic Viewina I x I

5. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, AXH-
2B-192 and 193, 1942, 1:20,000 scale.

>. DATE: 25 November 1980

Horizontal faults are shown at a, b, and c.

!

T “indicatesa long,
,linear trace, and T, a trough, which are addi ional indicators of
faulting in this example. -
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3.

4.

COMMENTS: movement as does fault c. Additional indicators of faulting in this
example are a trough (T) and a long, linear trace (LT). Indicators dealing with
troughs and traces are 0041 and 0036, respectively.

VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

(1) Iacopi, Robert. Earthquake Country. Menlo Park, CA: Lane Books, 1964 .

(2) Thornbury, William D. Principles of Geomorphology, 2nd edition. New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The area in which faulting occurs can be
unstable, but this usually cannot be determined from aerial photography. Significant
engineering problems associated with active faulting include potential damage to
foundations and large structures and locating subsurface waste disposal sites.

222 “
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I

SPECIAL

INDICATOR: Change in material type acres:
a straight boundary

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

j.

7*

1.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: East Pass Creek,
Custer Co. , South Dakota

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

COMMENTS : The tonal change from~ven

light gray (material A) to mottled and

patchy darker gray and white (material
B) across the straight bou@ary in

this example indicates a change in ma-

terial type (illustration a). Ev& -
dence for faulting includes the
straight course of the stream, and the

sharp change in elevation between ma-

terial A and material B, both of which
are flat-lying (illustration b) .(over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

b. Other: Personal communication,
Charles Trautwein, EROS Data
Center; field reconnaissance by
Judy Ehlen and Miklos Treiber,
USAETL.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYESINOI
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x1 -.

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.
(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
a.

b.

U.S. Geological Survey, GS-VBM 2-
170, 1953. Original scale 1:23,600;
scale of this image is 1:41,650.
U.S. Geological Survey, GS-VBM 2-
169 and 170, 1953. Scale 1:23,600.

COMPILER : Judy Ehlen, USAETL 223

I..DATE: 21 January 1981 . .

7SAETL-RI-Cti-0051

AIR PHOTO
[NDICATES:Possible faulting

a. Two different materials, A and B, exhibit dif-
ferent tonal patterns. The arrow points to the
fault separating the two material types.

b. Stereopair of the above area.

-.



3. COMMENTS: The fault separating these materials is in the ravine that crosses the
photos from top to bottom in the center (arrow, illustration a). The sketch
to the right shows the relations between materials
A and B across the fault along line XY on illus- x ~Y
tration b. The area in which material B outcrops
has been dropped down relative to the area in
which material A outcrops. Material B has been

B
B A

removed by erosion on the right side of the .
fault.

A
4r
i

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The area in which faulting occurs can be un-
stable, but this usually cannot be determined from aerial photography. Significant
engineering problems associated with active faulting include potential damage to founda-
tions and large structures. In addition, leakage problems are often associated with
inactive faults.

●
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LANDFORM

[NDICATOR: Hills~ elongate, interconnected,
:losely spaced, Pockmarked, indistinct ends

L.

2.

3.

3.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Custer Co., Nebraska

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trew~rtha, 1957):
Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

COMMENTS: This ripple-like pattern of elon-
gate and interconnected hillsis characteris-
tic of transverse sand dunes. If it were
not for the pockmarks, or funnel-like de-
pressions, the hills would be a more smooth-
ly rounded landform. The uniform, and
rather dark, gray tone is indicative of a
grass cover, which suggests that the dunes
are stabilized. The splotches of lighter
tones scattered through the image mark loca-
tions of bare sand where the grass cover has
been destroyed. Once the vegetative (over)
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

b. Other: Field checked by Jack N. Rimker,
USAETL

COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

AIR PHOT

INDICATES: Sand dunes, probably transverse

5.

6.

7.

9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a.

b.

c.

d.

Emulsion/Filter: None

Scale: Can be identified on scales as
small as 1:100,000

Season: None

Other: None

PH~O CREDITS:
U.S. Geological Survey, GS-JW, 7-196,
197, and 198, 1949. Original scale
1:19,615; approximate scale of this
illustration is 1:44,000.

DATE : 23 Februarv 1981.
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3. COMMENTS: cover is removed, wind erosion can create funnel-like depressions (pock-
marks) . These depressions represent areas that were once active, but have been

stabilized again by the grass cover. Further confirmation of the granular nature
of this material comes from the lack of a surfici.al drainage net. Water falling on
the surface must drain internally, which i.s indicative of a permeable material.
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DIUUNAGE-ELEVATICN

INDICATOR: Gullies, V-shaped, short
gradient

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.

7.

3.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Boone Co. , Kentucky

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Humid, subtropical, warm summer,
constantly moist (Caf)
COMMENTS: Short, stubby gullies with z
V-shaped cross section are character-
istic of noncohesive granular soils,
i.e. gravels, sands, and combinations.
These knife-notch-like gullies (arrow:
on illustration) are especially well
developed in poorly sorted (well-
graded) granular material. Other pat-
terns indicative of granular material
are the near-vertical faces where the
terrace has been cut and the (over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Frost, R. E. (1953)

b. Other: General field observations
by Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Increasingly difficult as
scales become smaller than 1:30,00C

c. Season: None

d. Other: Can be obscured by vegeta-
tion

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, AKF-
3N-164 and 165, 1954, 1:20,000 scale

COMPILER : Jack N. Rinker, USAETL 2-2:

DATE: 23 Februarv 1981

JSAETL-RI-CRS-O053

AIR PHOT

NDICATES: Granular soils



3. COMMENTS: poorly developed surface drainage pattern.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Frost, Robert E., James G. Johnstone, Olin W. Mintzer, Merle parvis,

P. Montano, Robert D. Miles, and James R. Shepard. A Manual on the Airphoto
Interpretation of Soils and Rocks for Engineering Purposes. Purdue University,
School of Civil Engineering, West Lafayette, Indiana, 1953.
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DRAINAGE-ELEVATION

INDICATOR: Gullies, V-shaped, sharp edges,
steep gradient

L.

2.

3.

1.

I~.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Phillips Co., Montana

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

COMMENTS: Gullies with a sharply defined V-
shaped profile and a short, steep gradient
are characteristic of granular materials.
Such gullies are noticeable along the edge
of the higher flat surface. Note that the
plan shape of the gullies is also a well-
defined V. This gully shape, plus the gen-
eral absence of a drainage net, other than
the main dissection channels, makes it cer-
tain that the surface mantle is some combi-
nation of granular materials, i.e. gravel,
sands, and silts. Other pattern (over)
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

b. Other: Field checked by Robert E. Frost,
USAETL

COMPILERS: Jack N. Rinker and Robert E.
Frost, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Granular material

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monosco~ic Viewing L

7.

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, AZS-3M-
26 and 27, 1953, 1:20,000 scale

DATE: 17 March 1981

. .
3AiTL-RI-CRS-0054 229



3. COMMENTS: elements in the long gullies indicate that there is a vertical change in

composition, i.e. a granular mantle over a less permeable material. In places the

lower portions of the valley walls show a change in gradient; and, in some instances,
these places also show a parallel erosional scour that is not apparent on the upper
parts (arrow on illustration). This is, in fact, a fluviatile outwash over shale.
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LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Hills, lineal, parallel, stream-
lined, teardrop shaped

1.

2.

3.

$.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Dodge Co., Wisconsin

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957) :
Humid continental, cool summer (Dbf)

COMMENTS: This parallel arrangement of long,
softly rounded hills is a pattern character-
istic of drumlins which usually occur in
fields or swarms rather than as individuals.
Drumlins are usually composed of dense, com-
pact glacial till that has been shaped into
smoothly rounded mounds and ridges. The
shaping is done by the action of flowing ic~
on material beneath the margin of an ice
cap, or the action of readvancing ice on an
older moraine. The longer axes of the elon-
gate hills are parallel to the (over)
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

b. Other:
USAETL.
Jack N.

COMPILER:

Field checked by Robert E. Frost,
General field observations by
Rinker, USAETL.

Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Drumlins, glaciation

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing ~
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

6.

7.

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Have been identified on scales
as small as 1:100,000

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, Ax-6R-
196-198, 1956,’ 1:20,000 scale.

DATE: 17 March 1981



3. COMMENTS: direction of movement of the ice. In this example, movement is from
upper left to lower right. Most drumlins are less than a mile in length (1.6 km),
and less than 150 feet (45 meters) high. Usually the end facing the glacier is
blunter and steeper than the other end.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: Drumlin material varies, but contains large
amounts of fines. Soils in glacial terrains are very complex.
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I
2ULTURAL

[NDICATOR: Crop pattern, lineal, diagonal to
field boundaries and road net

L.

2.

3.

$.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Dodge Co., Wisconsin

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957): Humid
continental, cool sumner, constarltlymoist
(Dhf)
COMMENTS: For the most part, the fields are
rectangular in shape, with many of them be-
ing square and on the standard ncrth-south
orientation. Much of the road net is rec-
tangular and aligned with the field bound-
aries. These patterns are suggestive of a
plain. The dominant pattern however is a
northeast-southwest lineal texture caused by
the arrangement of the crops within the
fields. The break from the standard north-
south pattern suggests that the agricultural
practice has been adjusted to some (over)
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

b. Other: Field observations in a similar
area adjacent to this by Jack N. Rinker
and Robert E. Frost, USAETL.

COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Plain, rolling

5.

6.

7.

9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES “NO
a. Ground Reconn. L
b. Low Alt. Reconn. vl\
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal I L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, AX-6R-
196-198, 1956. Original scale 1:20,000;
scale of illustration is approximately
1:42,300.

DATE: 20 March 1981

JSAETL-RI-CRS-0056
233



3. COMMENTS: type of topographic change. The fact that the crop pattern is composed
of relatively short, parallel, lineal segments indicates that the topographic
irregularities are also lineal in nature, and have the same orientation as the
crops. The absence of tones associated with highlights and shadows indicates that
the relief is not great, and that the topography is rounded rather than angular.
Thus , although one would classify the landform of this illustration as a plain,
the crop pattern reveals that it is probably a rolling plain with a directional ori-
entation to the low hills. This much can be deduced by monoscopic viewing. The
stereo image shows the topographic surface directly.
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I I
TONE

INDICATOR: Highlight and shadow, well defined,
with sharp edges, random

I
1.

~2.
I1
I

;3.

4.

8.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: San Bernardino Co.,
California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Tropical and subtropical desert (BWh)

COMMENTS: A highlight and shadow pattern in-
dicates the presence of hills. The sharp
definition between highlight and shadow in-
dicates that the hills are angular, rugged,
and have sharp ridgelines. In this example,
the sizes of the highlights and shadows are
smaller to the north and larger to the
south, suggesting a gradient in hill size.
The sizes of these patterns are relatively
large for the scale and format, which indi-
cates, in turn, that the hills are fairly
large. The angular nature of the (over)
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

b. Other: Field checked by Robert E. Frost,
USAETL . General observations by CRS
staff.

COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Hills, rugged, angular topography

5.

5.

7.

1.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, AXL-9K-
183 and 1984, 1952. Original scale
1:20,000; scale of illustration is ap-
proximately 1:40,000.

DATE: 14 April 1981

USAETL-RI-CRS-0057 23S



3. COMMENTS: pattern is indicative of a hard material. This much can be deduced from
monoscopic viewing of the image. Stereo viewing confirms the ruggedness directly.
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SPECIAL
AIR PHOT

INDICATOR: Streaks, long, thin, parallel, INDICATES: probable aeolian action; sand
interconnected dunes

1.

2.

3.

I
I
I

I
,

\

I

\

,

I

(

I

4.

8.

ExAMPLE LOCATION: Coconi.noCo. , Arizona 5.

EXAMPLE CLIMATE
latitude steppe

(Trewartha, 1957): Middle
(BSk)

COMMENTS : These long, thin, closely spaced,l
linear hills with smooth gentle relief are
one characteristic type of sand dune pat-
terns. Although the relations htween wind
speed, fetch, particle size distribution,
and dune shape are not yet exactly known,
general thinking tends to associate increas-
ing wind speed as the causative agent behind
the transverse, barchan, and lineal dunes
sequence. The long, straight, lineal dunes
shown in this (over)

VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

(1) Lobeck (1939)
(2) McKee (1979)

b. Other: Field checked by Jack lJ.Rinker,
USAETL .

6.

7.

COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL I9.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: [YES I NO
a. Ground Reconn. L

I
.—

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L \

d. IR Thermal )7
U

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.
(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(Z) Monosco~ic Viewina x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Geological Survey, frames 1200, 1201
and 1202, 10 Ott 54. Original scale
1:54,000; scale of illustration is approx-

imately 1:121,500.

DATE : 29 February 1984 (replaces Indicato

I Sheet 0058 dated 13 May 1981)



3. COhINIENTS: illustration (upper right quadrant, for example) do indicate a consist-
ency of wind direction. Note that the surfaces on which they rest are broad, rela-
tively flat plains, and surface winds might be expected to be more laminar in flow.
If there is a slight seasonal variance of wind direction the iineal dunes can take
on sinusoidal shapes and these, in turn, can link together in a sort of intercon-
nected wishbone pattern (lower left quadrant). It does not take very much varia-
tion in topography to alter the surficial speed and directional characteristics of
an otherwise stable wind. In some instances climbing dunes stream out into a
series of lineals on the upper surface (upper left of illustration) . In other
cases, the topography of the upper surface changes enough so that the wind is al-
tered and other shapes are formed. In the lower right quadrant, the climbing d~es
tend to have a linear shape across the highest part of the upper surface. As this
surface drops away, the air flow changes (particularly surface speed), and the dune
shapes change, becoming barchanoid. The prevailing winds flow from the lower left
to the upper right. The prevailing wind direction can be determined from the flow
marks, that start at the edges of cliffs, and from the asymmetrical cross sectional
shape of transverse and barchan dunes. Both of these dunes have a steep slope and
a long, gentle slope; the long, gentle slope faces upwind.

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature:

(1) Lobeck, A. K., GeomorPholoqv: New York, McGraw-Hill. 1939.

(2) McKee, Edwin
Professional

. .

D ., Editor, A Study of Global Sand Seas. U.S. Geological Survey
Paper 1052, 1979.

RELATED INDICATOR SHEETS:

0029
0052
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SPECIAL

[NDICATOR: Stream, offset, in bedrock

L.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.

7.

B.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Custer Co., South
Dakota

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):

Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

COMMENTS: Horizontal offsets of

stream courses are an indicator of
faulting. They are usually caused by
horizontal, rather than vertical,
movement on the fault. In this exam-
ple, the stream in the center of the
stereopair has been offset in several
places. At the arrow (illustration a)
the stream has been offset about 100
meters to the west. The diagram (il-
lustration b), slightly (over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Thornbury (1969)
(2) Billings (1954)

b. Other: This example checked by
Miklos Treiber and Judy Ehlen,
USAETL; and Charles Trautwein,
USGS, EDC, Sioux Falls, SD.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYESINO I
a. Ground Reconn. I x I I
b. Low Alt. Reconn. I x I I
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter:

b. Scale: None

None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
a. U.S. Geological Survey, GS-VBM,

frames 2-169 and 2-170, 1953? scal(
1:23,600.

b. Diagram by Judy Ehlen, USAETL.

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL 239

DATE : 5 June 1981

X3AETL-RI-CRS-0059

AIR PHO

NDICATES: Probable faulting

a.

b.

Vertical stereopair of offset stream. The ar-

row in the center of the
tion of a major offset.

photo shows the loca-

East Pass Creek
Y

“>
Offsets

Diagram of the
cipal offsets.

~N

offset stream showing the pr:



3.

4.

COMMENTS : enlarged from the photos, shows the principal offsets.

VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

(1) Thornbury, William D., Principles of Geomorphology, 2nd edition. New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969, pp 234-260.

(2) Billings, Marland P., Structural Geology, 2nd edition. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954, pp 153-163.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The area in which faulting occurs can be un-
stable, but this usually cannot be determined from aerial photography. Significant
engineering problems associated with active faulting include potential damage to founda-
tions and large structures. In addition, leakage problems are often associated with
faults.



LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Hills, rounded crests, ridge-
like extensions, smooth slopes

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.

?.

1.

).

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Yolo Co., California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Dry summer, subtropical (Cs)

COMMENTS: Ridge-like extensions with
rounded crests and uniform gentle side
slopes are characteristic of fine-
grained, easily eroded sedimentary
rock, e.g., shale. The hills in this
example are more sharply rounded and
gullies are not as broadly saucer-
shaped as one”would expect in a shale
with a very high clay content in an
upland environment. Thus, it is
likely that this shale has (over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

b. Other: General field observations
by Robert E. Frost and Jack N.
Rinker, USAETL.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, ABB-
63-87 and 88, 1937, scale 1:20,000.

COMPILER : Jack N. Rinker, USAETL 241

DATE: 5 June 1981

..
JSAETL-RI-CRS-0060



3. COMMENTS: either an added fraction of a granular material, such as silt or fine

sand, or contains interbedded sandy units. There are traces of bedding on some of

the southwest facing slopes (north is to the right). In general, however, the side

slopes and gully gradients are uniform, which indicates that bedding is thin and

that the materials that make up the hills are homogeneous, at least to the depth of

erosion. The southwest facing slopes tend to be a little steeper, which indicates
that the beds are dipping slightly to the northeast. Refer also to Indicator 0010,

shale in a temperate climate.
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.

.ANDFORM

:NDICATOR: Landform (alluvial fan),
offset

I
. . EXAMPLE LOCATION: Indio Hills,

Riverside Co., California

?. EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Tropical and subtropical desert (BWh)

1. COMMENTS: Offset landforms are in-
dicative of faulting. Any type of
landform can show fault offset: this
example shows multiple offsets in an
alluvial fan. The offset here is pri-
marily horizontal (strike slip fault-
ing). Several clues suggest that
areas At B, and C on the stereopair
were originally parts of a single fan.
All three parts are similar in photo
tone, which is due to desert (over)

1. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Norris, Keller, and

Meyer (1979)

b. Other: Personal observations,
November 1979, by Judy Ehlen,
USAETL

j. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar 1X11
d. IR Thermal I
e. Vert. Aerial Photoq.

~(1) Stereoscopic Viewing
(2) Monoscopic Viewing I x I I

5. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS,

AxM-16K-47 and 48, 1954, 1:20,000
scale.

b. Drawing by Judy Ehlen, USAETL,
1:20,000 scale.

3. COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL 243

3. DATE: 22 June 1981

JSAETL RI CRS 0061

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Faulting

a.

b.

Vertical stereopair showing offset alluvial
fan (A, B, and C).

r 1
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A “
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/
/
/ /
/ 0
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0Faults=z’
/

0
c

L J
Tracing from the above stereopair of the se9-
mented alluvial fan with associated faults.



3.

4.

COMMENTS : varnish, and photo texture, and are more like each other than like other
fans in the photos. In addition, the dot pattern on the active fans (right side of
photo) , probably formed by vegetation, is absent on A, B, and C. Other evidence of
faulting in the photos is the presence of long linear traces separating the three

segments (Indicator 0036) , the beheaded streams on part C, the scarp between parts
B and c (Indicator 0046) , and the linear pattern of natural vegetation (Indicator
0044) .

VERIFICATION:
a. Literature : Norris, Robert M., Edward A. Keller, and George L. Meyer. 1979.

Geomorphology of the Salton Basin, California: Selected observations. In
Geological Excursions in the Southern California Area, ed. Patrick L. Abbot,
pp. 17-46. Department of Geological Sciences, San Diego State University, San
Diego, CA.

ENGINEERING CHA~CTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS: The area in which faulting occurs can be
unstable, but this usually cannot be determined. from aerial photography. Significant
engineering problems associated with active faulting include potential damage to
foundations and large structures. In addition, leakage”problems are associated with
faults.
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DRAINAGE - PLAN

INDICATOR: Radial (centrifugal) pattern

1.

2.

3.

4.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Mt. Shasta, Siskiyou Co.,
California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Undifferentiated highlands (H)

COMMENTS : Streams radiating outward from a
central point comprise a radial drainage

pattern. When the streams flow outward fror
the central point, the pattern is centrifu-
gal. Centrifugal patterns are indicative o~
hills, mountains, or domes that are circula]
or semicircular in plan view. In this case,
the feature is Mt. Shasta, a volcano. Two
radial patterns are evident in this example
the main pattern that covers the entire vol-
cano (a, illustration b) , and a smaller one
(b, illustration b) in the upper (overj
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

Zernitz (1932)

b. Other:

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Hill, mountain, or dome;
a volcano

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: i YES I NO
a. Ground Reconn. L
b. Lot Alt. Reconn. L
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal L

1

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.
(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing L

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. U.S. Geological Survey, GS-VDYK, 5-10

1975. Original scale 1:78,000; scale
of this image approximately 1:160,000

b. Tracing by Judy Ehlen, USAETL.
c. U.S. Geological Survey, GS-VDYK, 5-10

105, and 106, 1975. Original scale
1:78,000; scale of this image approxi
mately 1:160,000 (on back) .

9. DATE: 30 November 1981

a. Plan view of Mt. Shasta.

245

b. Radial drainage pattern on the
volcano.



3. COMMENTS: right corner that indicates the presence of Shastina, a parasitic cinder
cone on Mt. Shasta.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Zernitz, Emilie. Drainage patterns and their significance. Journal

of Geology, Vol. 40, No. 6, Qp 498-521, 1932.
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WINAGE - PLAN

~DICATOR: Radial (centrifugal) pattern

.

.

.

.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Baltimore Co.,

Maryland

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957) :
Humid subtropical, warm summer, con-
stantly moist (Caf)
COMMENTS: Streams radiating outward

from a central point comprise a radial
drainage pattern. When the streams

flow outward from the central point,

the pattern is centrifugal. Centri-

fugal patterns are usually indicative
of hills, mountains, or domes that

are circular or semicircular in plan
view. In this example, however, the

elevation difference between the dome
and the surrounding terrain is (over)

VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

Zernitz (1932)

b. Other: Field reconnaissance by
Judy Ehlen and Paul B. McCracken,
USAETL

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYES!NO~
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. L

c. Radar L

d. IR Thermal
“e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x

(2) Monoscopic Viewinq L /

. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

T. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS,

AJO-2MM-47, 1971. Original scale

1:20,000; scale of this image is
approximately 1:44,000.

b. Drawing by Judy Ehlen, USAETL.
c. (over)

1. COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

24
1. MITEg 30 November 1981

JSAETL-RI-CRS-0063

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Hill, mountain, or dome;
a dome

b-. ‘ “ ““Drawing of centrifugal pattern from above ai
photo .



3. COMMENTS: small and the radial pattern is the more obvious indicator of the dome.
The feature causing the radial pattern is a small gneiss dome.

4. VERIFICATION:
a. Literature: Zernitz, Emilie. Drainage patterns and their significance. Journal

of Geology, vol. 40, No. 6, Pp 498-521, 1932.

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
c. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, AJO-2MM-46, 47, and 48, 1971. Original scale

1:20,000; scale of this image approximately 1:60,000.

c. Stereotriplet showing centrifugal drainage pattern.
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~ECIAL

IDICATOR: Granite needles (pinnacles,
spires)

N

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Custer Co., Souti

Dakota

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

COMMENTS: Needles (pinnacles/ sPires)

in granitic rocks indicate that the

rocks are equigranular and that verti-

cal joints are closely spaced. Nee-

dles are formed by weathering along

fairly closed spaced vertical joints;

curvilinear sheeting joints are usu-

ally absent. The equigranular nature

of these rocks makes them more resis-

tant to erosion that nonequigranular

rocks, thus enabling needles of (over:
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

Ehlen (1981)

b. Other: Field observation by Judy
Ehlen, USAETL

, PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal x

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.
(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: Needles have been recog-
nized at scales up to 1:100,000

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

. PHOTO CREDITS:
a. U.S. Geological Survey, GS-VE, 4-

43 and 44, 1952. Original scale

1:23,600; scale of this image
approximately 1:53,000.

b. Judy Ehlen, USAETL.
c. Judy Ehlen, USAETL.

1.COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

10 DATE: 30 November 1981
>

0064

AIR PHOT

c. Close-up of a 20 meter needle.



3. COMMENTS: great height to develop. The needle in illustration c is approximately 20
m tall. Among the intrusive igneous rocks, needles appear to be restricted to the
more silicic rocks, such as granites and monzonites. Similar features occur in other
competent rocks including sandstones, limestones, and basalts, where they are also in-
dicative of vertical joints.

4. VERIFICATION:

a. Literature: Ehlen, Judy. The identification of rock types in an arid environment
by air photo pattern. USAETL, Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060, ETL-0261, 1S4 p, 1981.



LANDFORM

INDICATOR: Hills, ridge-like, sharply rounded
crests, uniform slope in sedimentary rock:

1.

2.

3.

1.

1.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Augusta Co., Virginia

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Humid subtropical, warm summer (Caf)

COMMENTS: The patterns that indicate the
presence of relatively flat-lying sedimen-
tary rocks are the branching, finger-like
extensions of the ridges, the general cross
sectional symmetry of the ridges, and the
indication of layers in the slopes at the
upper section of the illustration, i.e., to
the east. The smooth slope in this example
is associated with thinly interbedded sedi-
mentary rocks, i.e., a series of layers of
different compositions. The uniformity of
the slopes is suggestive of sandstone (over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

b. Other: Field checked by Jack N. Rinker,
USAETL.

COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

AIR PHOT
INDICATES: Thinly interbedded sandstone

and shale

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYES I NO
a. Ground Reconn. Y I

z.

b. LoW Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

5.

?.

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, DJA-
1OG-22 and 23, 21 Nov 51. Original
scale 1:20,000; approximate scale oli
this image 1:37,000.

DATE : 24 March 1982

SAETL RI CRS O065 251



3. COMMENTS: layers alternating with shale or silty shale. In an interbedded series,
the more sharply rounded are the crests, i.e., a small summit area compared to the
basal area, the higher is the content of coarse material, i.e., sand and gravel.
In this example, the sharpness of the crest line is suggestive of the presence of
relatively hard sandstone beds. A further indication of the presence of sandstone
is the general “V” shape of the gully cross sections.

In limestone\shale combinations the slopes tend to be compound with” a shallower

gradient on the lower part of the slope (Indicator 0049). Furthermore, in this

combination, the base contour would be more rounded than it is here. Massive beds

of dissected, flat-lying sandstone or limestone produce a block landform that con-

tains flat areas and many steep or nearly vertical faces. Beds of clay shale are

seldom of this thickness, and in this type of climate they are characterized by a
* rounded landform and by a more intricate drainage net and broad, rounded gully

cross sections.
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LANDFORM

:NDICATOR:
Hills, ridge-like, parallel
sharp crests, sawtooth pro-
file across rid~es

1.

). .

1.

1.

i.

i.

7.

1.

1.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Merced Co.,
California (U.S. Geological Survey
Charleston School Quad~angle)

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Mediterranean or dry summer, subtrop-
ical (Cs)
COMMENTS: A series of long, parallel,
sharply crested ridges is a pattern
typical of dipping sedimentary beds.
Erosion has exposed the edges of the
beds, and they stand in relation to
each other much as the leaves of a
book that has been fully opened. Mosl
of the ridges in this image appear to
by symmetrical, i.e., both sides of
the ridge are about equal in gradient

and in length from top to (over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

b. Other:

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar I x I I
d. IR Thermal “ L

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewinq I L I I

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Geological Survey, GS-YE-3-54 an{
3-55, 1953, 1:23,000 scale.

COMPILER : Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

2S3
DATE : 24 March 1982

JSAETL-RI-CRS‘0066

N



3. COMMENTS: bottom. This indicates that these beds are dipping at about a 45° angle.

The profile across these ridges has a sawtooth pattern. AISO see Indicator 0026.
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‘ONE

NDICATOR: Highlight and shadow with
gradient tone changes

.

.

.

.

1.

;.

7.

3.

3.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Yolo co.,

California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Dry summe~, subtropical (Cs)

COMMENTS: Highlight and shadow pat-

terns indicate the presence of hills.
The lack of strong contrast and the

gradual tone change between highlight
and shadow indicates that these hills

are gently rounded in both plan and

elevation. This, in turn, suggests

that the hills are composed of a rela-
tively soft material. The highlight

and shadow patterns are smaller towart
the bottom of the illustration (over;

VERIFICATION :

a. Literature:

b. Other: Field observations by
R. E. Frost, USAETL.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. N/A

b. Low Alt. Reconn. x

c. Radar L

d. IR Thermal I L
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of
63-87 and 88,

Agriculture, ASCS, ABB-
1937, 1:20,000 scale.

COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL 25

DATE: 27 April 1982

JSAETL-RI-CRS-0067

AIR PHOTO

NDICATES: Hills, gently rounded



3. COMMENTS: which indicates that those hills are smaller. This much can be deduced by
monoscopic viewing. The stereo image confirms the landform directly.

Sun elevation and azimuth influence the intensity of the pattern. In addition, one
must be careful not to confuse tone changes due to highlight and shadow with tone
changes caused by variations in vegetation type and density, or changes in soil
moisture.
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TONE

INDICATOR: Smooth, uniform tone

1.

2.

3.

1.

1.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Phillips Co., Montana

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Middle latitude steppe (BSk)

COMMENTS: The smooth, uniform tone pattern
that covers much of the phot~ is character-
istic of a plain. The absence of any sug-
gestion of highlight and shadow indicates
that the surface is relatively uniform in
its flatness, i.e., it is not a rolling
plain or an undulating plain. The highlight
and shadow of the gully system working its
way into the plain and the lighter tones of
the field pattern are the only variations to
the uniform smoothness of the surface tone.
This smoothness suggests that the (over)
VERIFICATION:
a. Literature:

b. Other:

COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL

AIR PHOT

INDICATES: Flat surface, i.e., a plain,
and uniform surficial materials

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: YES NO
a. Ground Reconn. L
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal L

1

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.
(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

5. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None -

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

I.”PHOTO CREDITS:

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, AZS-3M-
28, 1953. Original scale 1:20,000; scale
of this illustration is approximately
1:40,000.

1.DATE: 4 June 1982
l—

SAETL-RI-CRS-0068 257



3. COMMENTS: surface material, whatever it is, is uniform in its characteristics
throughout the plain. This much can be determined by mnoscopic viewing of the
photograph. A stereo image would confirm this directly. (See Indicator 0054 for
a stereo image of part of this area.)
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l?ONE/TEXTURE

lNDICATOR: Ropey texture

L.

2.

3.

$.

1.

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Glass Mountain, Siskiyou
co., California

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Undifferentiated highlands (H)

COMMENTS: A ropey texture is characteristic
of lava flows formed of viscous lava. Vis-
cous lavas move very slowly, and consequent-
ly, a thick crust forms rapidly on the sur-
face of the cooling flow. The molten lava
continues to flow beneath this crust, drag-
ging the surface of the flow along with it,
thus forming a ropey texture. This texture
is conunonin obsidian or rhyolitic flows,
and also occurs in basaltic lavas where it
is called “pahoehoe.” The lava in this ex-
ample is obsidian.
VERIFICATION :
a. Literature:

b. Other:

COMPILER: Judy Ehlen, USAETL

AIR PHOTO

INDICATES: Lava flow

5. PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYES I NO I
a. Ground Reconn. x
b. Low Alt. Reconn. x
c. Radar L
d. IR Thermal T,

I

e. Vert. Aerial Photog.
(1) Stereoscopic Viewing x ‘—

(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

6. LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

7. PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Geological Survey, GS-ECA 5-79 and
5-8o, 1948. Original scale 1:24,000;
scale of this image is approximately
1:44,000.

3. DATE: 28 July 1982

The ropey texture is most obvious on the lower part of the lava flow.
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LANDFORM
Hills,

INDICATOR:
ridge-like, sharply

rounded crests, uniform slope
in sedimentary rocks

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

;.

?.

1.

).

EXAMPLE LOCATION: Yolo Co., Californi?

EXAMPLE CLIMATE (Trewartha, 1957):
Dry summer, subtropical (Cs)

COMMENTS: The ridge-like hills with
sharply rounded crests and uniform

slopes that occupy most of the lower

three-quarters of the illustration are
characteristic of thinly bedded granu-
lar deposits. Because the slopes are
smooth, i.e., devoid of step-like
breaks, one can infer that the beds
are at least too thin to show steps at
this scale. The fact that this mate-
rial is thinly bedded means (over)
VERIFICATION :

a. Literature:

b. Other: Field observations by Robert
E. Frost, USAETL.

PATTERN IDENTIFIABLE BY: IYESINO I
a. Ground Reconn. I L I I
b. Low Alt. Reconn. I x I I
c. Radar x
d. IR Thermal x
e. Vert. Aerial Photog.

(1) Stereoscopic Viewinq x
(2) Monoscopic Viewing x

LIMITATIONS:
a. Emulsion/Filter: None

b. Scale: None

c. Season: None

d. Other: None

PHOTO CREDITS:
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, ASCS, ABB-
2M.M-89and 90, 1971, 1:20,000 scale.

COMPILER: Jack N. Rinker, USAETL
261

DATE : 23 February 1983

JSAETL-RI-CRS-0070

AIR PHOTO

[NDICATES: Thinly interbedded sandstone and shale



3. COMMENTS: that the grain size distribution is not uniform throughout the thickness
of the mass, i.e., there were periods of time during which relatively coarse mate-
rials were deposited, such as coarse sand, interspersed with periods when finer xna-
terials were deposited, such as fine sand, silt, or perhaps some clay particles.
The uniform gradient of the hillsides is characteristic of interbedded sandstones,
silty sand, or very sandy shale. In many climates, when limestone is part of an
interbedded series there is more of a tendency for the gradient to be compound (see
Indicator 0049). The pronounced V-shape valleys, particularly in the lower portion
of the illustration, are also a characteristic of granular material. The ridge
crests are relatively sharp (compare to the ridgelines at the top of the stereopair),
but with some degree of rounding. This, coupled to the fact that some of the con-
tours are rounded, suggests that the materials are relatively soft. The fill in
the stream valley does not show a surface drainage pattern and has vertical walls
where it has been dissected. Both of these patterns are indicative of granular ma-
terials. In the upper part of the photo the hills become more gently rounded in

both profile and elevation, which indicates an increasing amount of cohesive mate-
rial, i.e., clay (see Indicator 0060). The tree line fairly well marks the bound-

ary between the sandstone beds and the overlying shaley beds to the east. Ridges
and ridge sections that run more or less northeast-southwest (north is to the left)

show an asymmetry with the steep slope facing the northwest and the gentle slope in

the southeast. This indicates that the beds are dipping to the southeast.

RELATED INDICATOR SHEETS:

0065
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